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1. In 1976, the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations 

recommeruled that· a world conference should be betd to study and determine 

new lllOdes of co-operation in the field of science and technology,!/ so as· 

to foster closer and better relations betw~en countries and etrertgtben 

their social and ecO'ftomic developmertt,l/ along the lines laid down in the 

New International ·Bconomic Order. It recommended that· in, u~kiag the 

resources of science and technology, priority should be given to correct

ing glaring overall and l()calimbalancee by removing obstacles to the free 

flow and appropdate npplication of knowledge. It was considered that this 

could solve critical problems and improve the capacity of all the countries 

for selecting ·and absorbing technical ;·and scientific innovations, thus 

making possible due attention to· the needs of tiroad ·sectors of :human tty. 

2. Attention continues ti: 'be ·given to the study and adoption of an 

overall unified eci-elltific and :tet:hnological development policy, and this 

bas received encouraging support'~ln Latin America and th~: ·caribbean, where 

Governments .and · r.egional organiz-ations 'hilve been expressing the desire to 

organize and ·promote scientific· and ·technological activities in an effective 

manner, aod make them compattbter·witb -development and co-operation criteria. 

Certain .aovea in this direction have already been studie;_l and't generally 

speaking, they respond. to the· markedly inadequate nature of recent develop· 

ment experience in the region and to the expectations that technological 

advance might make it ·possible to overcoane obstacles bf a structural nature.!/ 

lJ Economic and Social Council, E/R!S/2028 (LXI) and 2035 (LXI), August 1976. 
11 United Nations, Declaration and Programme of Action on the Establishment 

of a N.ew. International !con011$1c Order, A/RES./~201. (S·VI) and 3202' (S .. VI), 
May '1974. -

11 See Final R ort of the Inter overnmental Meetin on Science Technolo 
gd DevelOJ)!!ent in Latin AmeJ"ic! (ST CEPA Con£ .53 L~ 5/Rev.l , Mexico 
City, November 1974. · 

fi/ See Re ort of the ·Latin· Am·erican Meetin of Government I erts on Science 
ansi Tecbnolop fgr pevelC?pJDtn~ (C!PAL/M!X ILct/.5/Rev.l), Mexico, November 
1977, and the suggestions of the Latin American Group of the Advisory 
Committee on the Application of Science and Technology to Development 
(ACAST), Mexico, 1·2 June 1978 (CEPAL/MBXJACAft/RGtA/l/2) .• 

I ... 
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3. It would be desirable to delve more deeply into the general and 

specific aspects of scientific and technological dynamics, at least in 

the following three areas: 

(a) Analysis ~£ the probl~s facing the Latin American countries, 

both in negotiating and absorbing lmports of capital and technology from 

abroad, and in develop11)g innovations at the local level; 

(b) Study of the opportunit.ieJ being opened up for encouraging 

increased collaboration 8J119ng developing countries with similar problems 

• stemming from inadequate·economic, scientific and technological progress

and their limited means of solving them. Common situations which are linked 

to historical. events and similarity of stages of development are to be 

found, and also deep·s~~~ed differences. The former 'iould lead to the 

establishment of combined ·technologi~al development programmes which 

could contribute to overcoming the limitations. The latter should con

stitute the basis £or technical assistance programmes among countries of 

the region. A better knowledge of these possibilities should therefore 

reinforce Latin American solidarity with other develaping regions, through 

the sharing of t~chnological co~operation mael'aineey and programmes; thb 

has already begun to happen and should 'be consolidated.in the future; 

(c) The countries of th.e region share an interest ill obtaining 

trouble-free access to the store of'knowledge possessed by the industrial• 

ized countries in order to help to solve the common problems affecting 

the develop'ing countries Jn the use of science and technology in the 

development process. Cons.equently, more thorough study 18 required of 

possible forms of co-operation and of the machinery for negotiation. 

4. The pr~ent document sets forth some ideas .. and attitudes which have 

emerged in the region vis-A•vis scientific and technical progress, and 

sums up the policies which have been applied in this respect With the atm 

o:r putting out. ideas which, from the standpoint of Latin America an4 the 

Caribbean, will contribute to defining the concepts and a~s of the United 

Nations Conference on Science and Technology for Development (lJNCSTD). 

S. · It endeavours to analyse the princinal asoects or the 

current scientific and technological 8evelopment of the Latin American 
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countries, with ThP. basic ~im of helping to establish in a programme the 

criteria and the machinery which will contribute to surmounting present 

structural deficiencies, and dP.termine the factors which will make it 

possible to narrow the gap in technological know-how between the different 

countries and foster co-operation and solidarity among them. For this 

purpose it is necessary: 

(a) To link the objectives of the action programme with the measures 

proposed in the New International Economic Order; 

(b) To make a diagnosis of the situation of science and technology 

in Latin America and the Caribbean, and prepare a suitable action programme 

for a better response to these questions in terms of world and regional 

development, eliminating or neutralizing the determinants of the deterioration 

of the technological component of trade relations, increased technologjcal 

dependence, the uneven progress of scientific potential and other cardinal 

questions; 

(c) To stress aspects detrimental to social and economic progress and 

scientific and technological progress resulting from the negative aspects of 

international structures and the transnational corporations. 

6. A first version of this document was presented at the Regional 

Preparatory ~1eeting for the United Nations Conference on Science and 

Technology for Development, held in Panama from 16-21 August 1978. At this 

meeting, the countries submitted recommendations to the secretariat on the 

regional document and on the proposals for the Action Programme._~ The 

present version has been revised by the Secretariat in keeping with the 

recommendations of the Panama meeting, of the group of governmental experts 

which met at Mexico City from 30 October to 2 November 1978 and of the 

Second Latin American Regional Preparatory Heeting for the United Nations 

Conference on Science and Technology for Development. 

7. This regional document outlines the circumstances which led to the 

convening of the World Conference and their repercussions in the context of 

Latin America; examines some characteristics of the development of science 

5/ See 11Report of the Latin American Regional Preparatory Meeting for the 
United Nations Conference on Science and Technology for Developrnent11 

(ST/CEPAL/Conf.66/L.3/Rev.l)~ September 1978. 
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and technology in the region, relating them to .features of its recent 

economic an<l social evolut·ion; outlines the polic·ies which have governed 

this development: and discusses aspects which these policies have left on 

one side, as well as institutional measures and new forms of international 

co-operation. 

I ... 
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SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, DEVELOPMENT AND co-OPERATION 
IN LATIN AMERICA 

A. THi CONFERENCE ANn THE PROBLJMS FACING TIJE REGION IN tHE USE 
OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

8. The United Nations Conterence on Science and Technology for 

Development (UNCSTD) should give priority to analyzing the limitations 

experienced in the main by the aevelop1na countries in using science 

anCl technology in then development processes, and to suggesting solutions 

for overcoming them, and then study the form in ~hich international 

co-operation (multilateral and bilateral) can contribute to modifying the 

present situation. 

9. J.n investigating these limitations, it must be borne in mind thiit: it 

has not been possible to· make aaquate use ot tne n1stor1cauy unprecedented 

stock ot useful knowledge available to resolve the basic needs of broad 

strata of mankind. 

10. Science and technology integrate with the classic factors of produc• 

t1on (natural resources, capital ana 1aDour), imbuing them with new 

pvtential, which is easily identifiable in tne industrialized :ountr1es, 

and producing large-scale changes in tne com::ext and cono1t1ons ot 

economic competition, and irt the projections of sectoral and international 

1n~eraepenaence. Although production acc1v1cy and technology reinforce 

each other mutually, they result in periodic cycles of expansion and bre.ak• 

down. But while those countries have an endogenous base ot science and 

technology, scientific activity in the countries of the region bas 

remained a-lmost ·•1rtually isolated 'from the apparatus of production. 

11. However, this 1s not the principal reason for the relative back-· 

wardness of sc1ent1t1c and technological development in the region. The 

cause should ne more properly sought in the historic characteristics of 

the region, which are common to those of other developing regions insotar 

as thelr pattern• of inclusion in the world economy are coneernea. 

with an initial substantial difference in the levels attained 

Starting 

by 

teehnical progress in the central countries and in the countries of the 

I . .. 
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periphery, the "raw materials .. exporter model - which, except in a very 

few cases, characterized the economic development of the region for 

several decades - ~estricted dissemination of the technical progress of 

the regional economy to those areas in whic:h it was necessary to produce 

raw materials and foodstuffs at low cost for the great industrial centres. 

Meanwhile, technical progress was disseminated in a relatively short 

petlod of tlme in .these centres to the entire productive apparatus. 

Consequently, whereas the productive structure of the region remained 

specialized and heterogeneous, that of the centres was diversified and 

homogenous. 

12. The familiar phenomenon of a deterioration of trade relations caused 

Latin America and the Caribbean to lose part of the fruits of the limited 

technical progress attained, which were transferr.ed to the centres; ttils, 
in turn, prevented the necessary levels of savings and rates of accumula

tion from being attained, and consequently llmited the possibilities for 

reducing the structural lag. 

13. The process of substitutive industrialization that succeeded the 

model described above, although it made greater diversification possible, 

was not able to eliminate the lack of complementarity in the production 

sectors. Furthermore, as the capital goods producing sector continued to 

function essentially in the centre, the ·tmpetus of the investment effected 

in the region to minister to the internal market was directed towards the 

centre, thereby reviving the initial imbalanced situation at another level. 

In addition, modern technology demanded the establishment of productive 

units whose capacity exceeded the size of the internal market, consequently 

promoting the creation of &D.onopoU.stic· ·production structurea in which trans ... 

national corporations have been playing an ever-increasing role. 

14. The world picture of which technological change is part has more

over been undergoing changes of some consideration in recent years. This 

is the case both of the countries which generate technology and those 

which obtain it internationally. These changes condition the planning of 

technological poU,cy in the different countries of the region. 
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IS. With regard to the countries Which generate technQloav. the following 

facts are worthv of note! 

\BI Z»ome cow:1tr.1es are acqJJirlng relative importance as generators 
of technology; ·this reduces tne relative bargaining power of the main 

traditional aupplier count~. 

(b) A trend towards a slowing of the arowth rate of the resources 

earmarked for research and development in several of these countries is 

to be observed, and simultaneously, an incr~ase in the average cost of 

reeearch act1v1ty. Tbls last had led to the suspension ox research 

progr81111es and to the fact that· some transnational corporations are slowly 

beginning to shift research and development effor~s towards other countries 

in order to rid themselves of the risks of pollution or to taKe advantage 

of lover co a ta . 

lC} The rate of innovation is not the same in different branches 

of industry. Some industries • electronics and ootics, for example 

shQW a notable apeedina-up and concentration. Others, however 

• oil-retln1ng, steel. motor•vehicles.carbochemicals, etc. - show slower 

progress. This unequal performance affects the scientific ana 

technological gap separating this group of coun~ries from the deve1op1n1 

countries 

(d) Differenc·es are also to be seen in the innovative capacity of 

different transnational corporations even in the context of ente~rises 

producing goods for the same market, such as phaxmaceutieals, steel and 

other in~stries, which means that some have lost ground, relatively 

speaking 

16. Some of the above factors have led t:o growing pressures ~o achieve 

a n1iher level of protection in some industrial countries. Generally 

speaking, the major research and development programmes wou1e1 appear to 

be losing relative importance, while strategies which are very close to 

minor innovation (for example, differentiation of products, new forms of 

preaeq.~tio,n and marketing, etc.) are g~ini-ng in importance. 
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17. With regard to the variety of the advanced technologies being used, 

their degree of complexity and the extent or their dissemination within 

the production apparatus, it is necessary to recall the existance vf certain 

d~velop~ng countries - among which the three largest of the region - that 

have attained a stage of intermediate development that recent literature 

describes as 11latecomers" or "newcomers 11 ,1/ and of others in which the mass 

of society is several decades behind the industrialized world and the 

developed sectors of the nations of the first sub-group. 

lB. The situation described, considered in conjunction with other variables, 

gives rise to a group of new occurrences in the Latin Ameri6an scenario: 

(i) exports of manufactures of significant technological complexity lranging 

from vehicles and machinerv. to antibiotics, by way of steel, chemicals and 

electronic products); (ii) sales- although still incipient- of technologv 

through licences, the delivery of entire "turn key11 plants, etc.; (iii) direct 

investment of Latin American capital; {iv) technical assistance in developing 

areas of the infrastructure, such as the nuclear energy industry, the highways 

and airport network, etc. All in all, these new technological-commercial 

manifestations - which occur both at the level of the subsidiaries of 

transnational corporations and at the level of local enterpr~ses - are 

evidence of an incipient form of ~ntra-regl.ona.L •· internationalization", 

almost unknown in Latin America to date. 

19. To sum up, a complex, dynamic, technological programme of great 

structural heterogeneity is to be found both in the international scenario 

ana in Latin America and the caribbean. As a resuu, a useful diagnosis of 

the technological phenomenon should take account of the range of options and 

situations presented both iri the countries offering technological know-how 

and in those acquiring it, and also consider the historical dynamics of the 

development process, and how science and technology find a place in it. 

20. Although from the point of yiew of the economic analysis, a significant 

part of the technology may be considered to be another piece of merchandise 

that is sold on the international market, tnis market is influenced by a 

1/ A. Hirshman, in "The political econo~ of impart substitution", Quarterly 
Journal of Economics, February 1968, was the first author to begin to 
use the term Hlate latecomer11 to refer to Brazil, and to differentiate 
its industrial development from that characterizing Germany, Japan, and 
the Soviet Union several decades earlier; they in their turn were 
11 latecomers" compared with Great Britain and the United States. 
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series of factors which cause it to function. imperfectly. The main factors 

are the inadequate dissemination of information,y the difference in the 

bargaining power of buyers and sellers, the variable p~esence of external 

economies in the technologies sold, the different degrees to which the 

profits from the expenditu~e on research and development are appropriable 

(in some cases the know-how c~eated is more characteristica~ly public 

property than :in others}, and other elements typical of oligppolistic markets. 

21. For the above reasons, the price mechanism operates inefficiently in 

these markets, and fosters the .generation of oligopolistic returns which are 

transferred to the sellers of technology, or does not provide sufficient 

incentives for resear~~ and development. Hence the intervention of the public 

sector is required to safeguard the economic interests of the developing 

countries~ 

22. The correction of ·the imperfect o~eration of the price system, however, 

would not be enough to achieve a volume, and $tructure of expenditure on 

research and development, which would .meet. the needs of the population of 

the developing countri~s in particular. These countries lack adequate 

technologies for the mass production of food, housing, and health and 

transport services, etc., and it does not seem feasible to wait for 

technological know-how to be created spontaneously in these areas. The 

action of the pUblic sector as fin~~ing ~nd executing agent and disseminator 

of science and technology is therefore considered to be increasingly essential. 

It is also considered necessary that t~e productive sector. should channel .. 
some financial resources to res~arch and development to supplement State 

action and meet its own technological needs. 

23. In the circumstances, international co-operation has an o~tstanding 

role. It should be borne in mind that the institutions and machinery 

established by the international community, including the United Nations 

system, have p.layed a fragmentary and, to all intents and purposes, inadequate 

role in alleviating this situation. 

2~. The above considerations on the inequality of. the countries in terms 

of the availability of science. and technology, tlle concentration of 

technological prorress and the limited applications of productive knowledge, 
----·------
2/ This gives rise to the famous paradox according to which the purchaser 

of technology has to acquire know-how too in order to know that 
technology is most suited to his needs. 

I . .. 
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converge in one of the main problems brought before the World Conference: 

the limitations of the multilateral and bilateral.machinerJ for· increasing 

dis·semination of the store of science and technology. The traditional 

systems of bilateral co--operation between the industrial countries and the 

countries of the region have moreover meant in some cases that the context 

for the selection of technology in investment projects is restricted to 

that of the countries providing the bilateral assistance, thus limiting 

autonomy of decision in technological matters. 

25. Although the international community has established forums and 

procedures to deal with problems of the monetary system, financing and 

trade, science and technology have to a large extent been left on one side, 

except in certain bilateral forms of co--operation. The United Nations has 

set in motion a series of agencies and programmes which have tackled 

different aspects of technical co-operation in order to study specific 

aspects of knowledge, and has sponsored forums to examine the transfer of 

technology and industrial property. It has not, however, been possible to 

arrive at a unified conception of world scientific and technological 

development~ nor does an adequate co-ordination system yet exist.~ 

26. The Conference should provide indications which will make it possible 

to channel the action of the international community in a co--ordinated form 

so as to give impetus to the scientific and technological capacities that 

are both useful and essential for world economic, social and cultural 

development, taking.maximum advantage of the restructuring of the United 

Nations system, and other elements and organizations which go to make up 

international co-operation. The form of dealing with this problem should 

be examined by the Conference and tackled in its longest term perspectives. 

In this task, the Conference should bear in mind the following elements, 

inter alia: 

(1) The differences in circumstances existing batween countries 

with similar degrees of development; 

( 2) The predominance in some country situations of obstacles to 

scientific and technological development arising out of the lack of national 

scientific and technological infrastructure. 

3/ For a detailed examination of the background to UNCSTD see United 
Na:ion~ Conference.op_Scienc: an~ Technology for Development: background, 
obJect~ves and reg~on~l irnpl~cat~ons ~CEPAL/MEX/ELCT/2) 1 September 1977. 
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(3) In other cases, the predominan~ lack of connexion between supply 

and demand in science and technology as a central obstacle. 

(4) In further eases, the preponderant lack of harmony b~tween 

scientific and technological development efforts and other national 

development efforts. 

(5) Lastly, in a still different case, the existence of situations 

basically of an economic nature, which restrict the internal efforts of 

scientific and technological development. 

27. Such restruc.turing should take into account the following problems 

affecting the sys1:em; 

(a) Co-operation activities for development arE commonly conceived in 

sectoral terms in accordance with the fields of action and interests of 

the offices, organizations or agencies of the system without analysis of 

the principal interactions that a well-founded development process should 

include among the various sectors forming the national realities of each 

country; 

:h) United Nations aid for development programmes and projects is 

often based on the theoretical supposition that the evolution process of 

countries is linear in nature and composed of stages, and hence that it must 

follow the path taken by the industrialized nations. Such an imitative 

concept of development tends to reinforce the introduction of productive 

structures foreign to the developinp: countries, a factor that con1:ributes 

toward inhibiting the creative capacity of these countries; 

(c) Most of the aid activities carried out by the United Nations 

system are heavilyinfluencedby the interes1:s of the donor countries and 

the organizations that implement such activities; 

(d) In many cases the numerous component parts of the system act in an 

autonomous and isolated manner without due consideration for the relations 

that should exist among the diverse sectors of the economy, thereby leading 

to a lack of co-ordination among programmes that should be considered as a 

whole 

(e) The ways and means, concepts, terms and deadlines for implementing 

co-operation programmes are decided upon in the respective headquarters, a 

fact that affects the efficiency and effectiveness of co-operation for 

development; 
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(f) The technical departments of the offices, organizations and 

agencies of the system are principally concerned with the results of 

projects and do not pay sufficient attention to the training of human 

resources; 

(g) Certain organizations of the system tend to promote the 

establishment of national institutions, which may prove to be counter

produc~lve if the necessary co-ordination of the production sectors of 

the country is not given due consideration in order to prevent a repetition 

of the structural limitations affecting the United Nations system; 

(h) Considerations of a technical nature prevail over economic, 

social or cultural considerations in the carrying out of studies, a: situation 

that prevents interested countries from applying the conclusions drawn 

without producing serious social, cultural or economic. disturbances. 
' .,, 

28. As can be seen, the problems which have led to the holding of the 

Conrerence are not foreign to Latin America and the Caribbean; rather, they 

have been present in different guises throughout their development process. 

For this region, however, the choice is n.ot between an indiscriminative 

transfer of know-how or a self-induced segregation of world scientific and 

technological flows; it is rather a matter of adding together an increase in 

local capacity and stocks and an intelligent selection of these technologies, 

and also lnc!uaing a discriminative selection of those elements of the 

traditional technologies which could contribute to the socio-economic 

development of the countries of the region. This will make it easier to 

meet the needs of the dynamic activities, and find the solutions required by 

the marginated sectors and strata. 

29. This flexibility should not be considered in any way fortuitous. It 

reflects the characteristics of regional evolution and is part of the role 

which science and 'technology should. play in removing the obstacles that 

hinder their development. In this sense, Latin America is called upon. to 

formulate an agreement on the criteria and machinery which should be applied 

to mobilize its resources, whether locally or as part of the re-ordering of 

its external relations. This agreement could be reached during the 

preparations for the Conference, although in time it may acquir~ its own 

dynamics in keeping with regional characteristics and priorities. The 
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responsibility of planning and co-ordinating the activities to be carried 

out will of course, dev.Qlve on the national governments~ as they overcome 

resistance and d1sto~tibns they will be able to imbue the consensuses 

obtained with vigour and realism. 

30. The future restruct~~ of international cO-operation which should 

result from UNCSTD in -support of the establishment of the New International 

Economic Order must cover at least five areas~ 

\a) Local creation and di~semination of science and technol~v, 

(b) International ttansfer of science ana technology; 

(c) Suppopt of co-operative programmes among developing countries 

in order to tackle spe'cific lines of research, technological creation and 

exchange of information 

(d) Suppor~ ot technical assistance programmes among developing 

countries based on the relative progress which. some of these have achieved 

in specific fields; 

(e) Financing of technologie·al development. 

31. It should .be -borne if1 mind that the institutions and machinery set up 

by the international community, including the United Nations system, have

played a fragmentary and cleat'ly -insufficient role for surmounting this 

situation. 

32, nu~ ·full and adequate use· of the, United Nations system for a real 

application of science and. technology for '<ievelopment should include. the 

foll~ing basic aspects': 

{a) Redefinition of objectives, policies and criteria,' in response to 

the general desire to integrate scienc~ and technology in the est~lishment 

of. a New International Economic Order. 

(br Adjustment of the objecti·ves. policies and programmes of the United 

Nations system and other international agencies to the development qbjectives 

and . the_ Dt'i9riti¢s agreed u~ by the countd.~s. especially the developing 

countr1es., at the national, regional or .in-wrnatipnal levels. 

~c) Harmonization in the objectives and policies· of .the ·differen't 

interna~i()nal ~gencies ·and.' c~ordination in their programmes ~(;) that they 

will converge·-. each iri its own f1P.l.d.' ·ot action - in ·a global programme 
. -. 

whicl:i ~ill~av~~d repetition an4 waste efforL: 

(d) Adoption of; specific praogrames wnicll: will. really contribute to 

achieving development targets, by means of co-ordinate a action which includes 

both the general and specific interests of the relatively less developed 

countries. / ... 
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B. DEVELOPMENT OF SCI&NCE AND 'J:ICIDI)LOGY IN 
LAnN AMElllel 

33. This chapter gives a general analysis of the milieu in which the use 

of science and technology in the development process takes place. It 

begins with a summary of the main characteristics of the region's·ecooomic 

evolution in recent. years.'-1 and then c~ares them with the form in which 

the technological innovations have been carried ou,t. Lastly. in view of 

the diversity of national situations, the ~tline of a framework 

representative of the capacities existing in tbe re~tion to absorb and 

develop scientific and technological innovations is attempted. 

1. Characteristics of the Economic §volutigp 

34. Although the examination of the development policy has not made it 

possible to clarify adequately.the role whlch technical change has played, 

it is ever less frequently considered as an exogenous variable, al)d the 

great importance of local effort in the development of local capacity to 

make technological innovations is recognized.~ Mention has also been 

made of the possibility that the rate, nature and trend of the teclinologlcal 

change taking place in a country have a close relation of interdependence 

with social and political processes and the general functioning of its 

economy. There can be no doubt that both the development style and 

strategy and the external factors which characterize international relations, 

in terms of the local utilization and transfer of science and technology, 

n~ve a decisive influence on the type of technological policy which should 

be encouraged. 

~ For a more detailed analysis, see The Economic and social develooment 
and external relations of Latin America (B/CBPAL/1024/Rev.l), 
March 1977. 

ll In the course ot recent years, the Economic Commission for Latin America, 
in association with the Inter-American Development Bank arid UNDP, has 
investigated in detail the endogenous nature of technological creation 
in some branches of industry, in several countries of the region. A 
summary of the results arrived at can be found in Jorge Katz, Cambio 
tecnol6gico, desarrollo scon6mico X las relaciones intra Y 
extrtrre&ionales de Amlric.a Latina, Monograf1a de Trabajo No. 30, 
BID/CEPAL/36. August 1978. . 

/ ... 
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In each case, the role and participation of the State, foreign investment 

and public or private enterprises should be different, like the i~entives 

or monitoring poU.cies, and the relative priorities as~tigned to the 

different sectors of economic activity and to social development.§/ 

35. The sreat majority of the Latin American countries have begun a 

procese of gradual industrialization and import substitution in the 

course of the last two or three decades. UnU.ke develop111ents in 4eveloped 

countries, a great part of Latin American industrialization has been based 

~n an ~itative use of technological designs originating abroad several 

years previouslyt Generally speaking, the absorption of these has been 

associated with the granting of subsidies both to national and foreign 

c~ital and more recently bas involved the entry of transnatio~al 

corpurations, engineering firas and financing agents from the developed 

world. Since most of the technology brought into operation originated 

outside the region, and since the countries have had to o.btain it in 

very imperfect lll&rkets, it is hardly surprising that the opening up of 

new branches of tndustry and technological change in the Latin American 

countries have been linked with the extraction of surpluses fro111 thb 

production system of these countries, particularly in the form of the 

tapping of olfnoPolistic income by the transnational corporations. 

36. Analysis of. the scientific and tecbnolosical proble111s of Latin 

America and the Caribbean should not be conc.entr;;<tad s·olcly on the 

induetrial sector. Although it may be stated with some certainty that 

in the region th~ agricultural sector has experienced notable technological 

prosress - characterized, inter alia. by the application of improved crop 

and livestock techniques; improved management of farms; the use of new 

varieties of seeds; the use of mechanical power and equipment; the use 

of herbicides, pesticides., and chemical fertilizers; and iq>roved use 

of water - . it must be admitted that the average yields of numerous 

agricultural producte have shown ve~y little increase, particularly in 

comparison with the leve.ls. attained in other parts of the world. 

Modernization has been accompanied by processee of proletarianization of 

!I See Scientific and Technicai frogress for the ueveloE!Pent of 
Latin America (ST/CEPAL/Con£:53/L.J), Mexico 1974. 

I . .. 
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campesinos, the crystallization. of new forms of social stratificatiou, 

an increase in rural unemployme~t and the expansion of the agri~ultural 

frontier as the principal resource in increasing production: 

37. Health. i,s another field tow~rds whidh. all the countries.of the ~gion 

earmark ever- incre~ing resources. Nevertheles·s, in rno't countries, the 

manner in which such s~rvices are o~gan~zed·· viewed in.their broadest 

sense, which includes administrat~ve organiz~tion - inct'e~es their costs 

disproportionately. For this Nason they have solely benefited - and 

only to a certain degree- the'urban; and middle and high income populations. 

The supply of these services auffers from tech~ology that is inappropriate 

to the needs and possibilities of the countries of the. region. Generalization 

of such technology w~uld imply such high CQsts that it would probably be 

impracticable. 

38. The region quadrupled its total gross product between 1950 and·l975, 

increased its output of manufactures. by five times, its output of cement 

six times,. its energy eight times, its machinery and equipment nine times, 

and steel fifteen times. These mcu-ked changes of scale were related to 

modifications in the structure. of suppiy;. ,and this irnoortant development of 

industry has placed .the region in a position of being· increasingly able to 

supply the transport, comrnun.i,.cations and construction sectors., and satisfy 

a consumer structure :which covers non-durable industria~ goods and 

important lines of durables. In many countries of the region, therefore, 

the development of certain sectors of basic inputs, $uch as steel and 

petrochemicals, :which represent the first stages of heavy industry. is in 

full flood. Nevertheless, high levels of idle aapacity cont.inue to Persist, 

coupled with inspfficient patterns of consumption that prevent more 

harmonious ind~trial development. 

39. In several countries of the region, this process ha~ given rise to 

modern branches of industry which make irlcreasing headway in the use of 

production processes and the manufacture of vanguard oroducts which have 

succeeded i~ penetrating tl;le export markets, both in the regiori and in 

some areas of the. economically rno.re advanced world.. Alongside this industry, 
• I • • I 

a stratum subsists. _whose i.rnportance is relatively much greater in terms of 

I ... 
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number of establishments and employment; it is composed of the medi~sized, 

small and artisan-type establishments. wbose l~vels of efficiency are very 

low and whose contact with the mQdern sectors ar_e mintmal:~ The familiar 

problem of the structural heterogeneitY wbi~h characterizes.Latin.America 

is thus brought into evidence.ll In the .overAll aituat~o~ qt the region, 

it may Jbe observed that a min.or section of the popula~ioll.:'Works in the 

modern sector (ba:rely .over 12'7..), and yet this sector produces mor~ than 

half of the goods and services. .This situation is .aho 'een in asriculture, 

where the mod~rn sector also ab.so.rbs a ~11 propo.rtion of the labour foz:ce .. 

and where the inequalities in productivitv levels are sjmil~rly heisbtened. 

40. The last ,section of the scale contains. what is known as the Primitive 

sector • in which agriculture, induetry. trade an~ other services all have a 

share • which still absorbs ~re than one-third. of regional e1t19loyment, although 
. .. .. ..... 

it is estimated that its contribution to the product of go~ds and ser~~ces 

is only 57o. A large proportion of agricultural employment (around 65~) and 

the agricultural product (nearly 20'7..) is linked to tbi~.primitive sector. 

It seems clear that an appreciable .. figure of rural o,m-account consumption 

is to be found here. 

41. These strata • the technologiclf.llY mode.rll se<:tQr based on product 

desisns and ~rocessea of foreign ori~il\, the aector of.medium,.smaU and 

artisan .. type establishments (industrial or ru:ral), and. lastly the prilllitive 

sector, obviously have .a verv unequal share in the absorption and a~tation 

of external te~hnology, .and in the local creation of technological know-how. 

They also profit very unequally from the benefits of modernizatio~ and 

technological change. 

42. In the first of these sectors some local technological efforts, for 

the most part of a minor nature,. may be observed, aimed at i'adaptin~• 

imported techn!>lOgy to the nationAl contekt. The empirical data available 

mainly refer to Ar2entina, Bracil and Mexico ·Two studies on the 

manufacturing sector in Argentina show that·annual research ancl development 

expenditure towards the en~ of the last decade fluctuated around 

11 See Antbal Pinto, "Styh:s of Devt.lJoment in Latin .America'', 
CEPAL Review. first half of 1976. 

I . .. 
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30 million dollars.!/ This representee an approximate average o~ 
between 0.3% and 0.4% of the annual sales of the industrial 

establishments surveyed in these two studies. Other recent s~:ua1es show 

s1milar figures, perhaps marginally higher in the chem1cals-pharmaceuticals 

sector or in the area of electronic products, A re~ent report on the case 

of Mexico (wbich only covered institutionalized research, since the 

"hnovatiVe work devolving on pruauction and maintenance staff, althougn 

certainly of importance for the industry of the ~ountry, was not 

discussed,"pute expenditure on research and development 1n manufacturing 

in Mexico at around 12 million dollars, which is approxtma~ely equal to 

0.1% of the value or production of tbe establishments invo1ved.i/ ThP 

situation in Brazil confirms the presence of research and developmen~ 

expenditure 1n the modern sector, and also shows the rapid growth of the 

research efforts carried out bv the pu~lic sector.J2/ In these thre

cases mentioned, it is possible to imagine the 100 or 200 major industrial 

enterprises engaging in research and deve~opment expenditure which on 

average could be calculated at around an annual 150, 000 dollars p·er firm; 

this budget certainly allows them to employ experimental research and 

technological development teams whicn - again on average - could be 

composed of as many es 8 professionals and technical experts •. As was 

indicated earliet, the technological efforts carried·out by these 

engineering teams are basically of a "minor' nature and aimed at 
"adapting" technologies ·designed in more developed countries. A similar 

!/ See, (a) J. Katz. J;p!portac16n de tecnolog1a1 aprendizaJe local c 
industr1alizaci6n dependiente, Fondo de Cultura Econ6mica, Mixico 1976; 
and (b) National Institute of Industrial Technology (INTI), Aspectos 
econ6micos de la tmportaci6n de tecnoloata en la Argentina, Buenos 
Aires, November 1974. 

2.1 1'he analysis of the case of Mexico may be found in CONACYT, Polttica 
nacional de ciencia y tecnolog1a, Mex~eo, 1976. 

19.1 The ·present science and technology prograume in Brazil implies a 
spectacular rate of growth in research activities. In 1968, annual 
expenditure on science and technology in this country was only 
200 to 300 million cruzeiros (at 1975 prices), while in the present 
science and technology plan, annual expenditure of the order of 
6 billion cruzeiros is being programmed for the first three:years of 
the plan. See, II Basic !!).an for Scientific and Technological 
Development Presidency of the Republic, Brasilia, 1976. 

I ... 
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situation was observed in Peru as a result of the technological research 

progl'a.mme sponsored by ITINTEC in the industrial enterprises, although the 

volume of the investment pe~ enterprise was smaller. It should be stressed 

that State expenditure on these activities has risen greatly in sdme 

countries. In Cuba, for example, the present bud~.et for current experidi ture 

on science and technology is over 75 million pesos employing over 21,000 people 

in some 105 units,. more than one-third of \-thich are related to the industrial 

and construction sectors. 

43. In the intermediate strata of enterprises (industrial or rural) formec 

by a great number of medium and smallestablishments, the Latin American 

countries as a whole emerge as using technologies which cause'~ollution and 

are generally several decades behind ·the average technological practice of 

the modern sector. Both product design:, the production processes employed 

and the equipment used correspond to much' more primitive conditions and a 

family-type organization of a rudimentary nature. 

44. Lastly~ the primitive sector, the relative situation of which'has 

deteriorated compared with t:he modern strata, has practically not undergone 

technological or organizational eha.riges which provide evidence that it has· 

emerged from a mere subsistence level. However, in some countries of the 

region, this sector possesses a traditional stock of technology which could 

be reo6vered and combined with scientific inputs to improve productivity and 

speed up the course of its activities. There are historical instanees, 

particularly in the Incan, Mayan, Aztec and other pre•ColUmbian cUltures 

in which the technological correspondences adopted were in keeping with 

the environment and made it possible to meet basic human needs to some 

extent. This aspect is especially important in the constru~tion of the 

habitat, in which side by side with imported technologies of limited 

application because of their high cost subsist individual or 1info:nnal1
' forms 

of empirical organization and technologies that have been developed by low

income groups. The "informaln system is also characterized by its 

decentralization, inasmuch as it is based on the active participation of 

the users in construction activities. 

45. Scientific. and technological progress has not always produced favourable 

results in the agricultural sector. Studies carried out by the United Nations 

Research Institute for Social Development (UNRISD) demonstrate with abundant 
I ... 
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examples that high-yield seed varieties (particularly wheat and rice), which 

created such high hopes in the 1970s, were, in almost all countries using 

them, especially beneficial to only a minority of producers. In this sense 

the ngreen revolution contributed towards intensifying the ·processes of 

social polarization characteristic of arriculture in most of the countries 

in which it took place. Even governmental policies were not free of blame 

in this regard, inasmuch as the spectacular and rapid yields led to allocat~nf 

resources to the few farmers who could make use of the new technology, thus 

acting in detriment to the great majority and, in some cases~ at the expense 

of the basic foodstuffs of the population. 

46, In addition~ a great difference persists between the numerous 

endeavours in scientific and technological research related to agriculture 

for export and the paucity of studies related to the production of basic 

foodstuffs, despite the evident crisis of traditional systems of tropical 

subsistence agriculture (shifting cultivation method) leading to increasing 

deterioration of man/land relations. 

47. Other phenomena have accentuated these trends and have con~ributed to 

reinforcing structural differences. During the present decade, the 

importance of external financing to cover.the very large deficits in the 

trade balance and on current account has increased; on the other hand, the 

decisions of the transnational co~oratiQns weigh increasingly heavily on 

the regional economy. 

48. Together with the changes described above modifications have been 

registered in the structure of exports and imports. In the former, a 

modest reduction in the de~ree of concentration of primary products is to 

be observed, while the share of manufactures has increased. This is 

particularly related to the rrowth of the modern sector and the 

consolidation of the transnational corporations. It should be recalled 

that in 1970 around 36% of regional exports came from transnational 

/ ... 
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corporations; abd thiS percenu.ge dbes not appear to have changed 

IIU'k.edly. In imports, the most important change was the smaller share 

of consumer goods and the increase. in the share of capltal goods. 

49. No attempt is made here to give an exhaustive enumeration of the 

Latin .American features which condition types of technological policy 

and inputs, and only those which a·eem most outstanding are mentioned. 

In addition to the relations with· the exterior and· the structural 

heterogeneity already discuss·ed, mention· should be ma:de of the high rate 

of population g-rowth in the region and its effect oil the problem of 

absorption il'l employment, unemployment and the search for appropriate 

technologies, the notorious inadequacies of the educat·ional system, and 

the relative abundance of natural resources, which place the region in 

a privileged position 'for the supply of speCific prodo:C:ts in the world conte:u:. 

so. With· regard to this, ·it is increasingly accepted that a 

well-founded use of these resources will· depend on how far more modern 

techniques are used, in an effort which should take the'form of the ~esearch 

and development of a vanguard tecbnolg y • The region does· have problems 

for which there is no solution in the industrialized world, ·such as~ 

for example, the integral development of the tropical areas of the 

Amazon. 

51. It must therefore· be elear that the introduct:l.on of tech'n•logy to 

the region should take· place in 'terma of pre-eltisting situations and 

conditioning factors, and in each case seek the llios·t approp·ria'te meana of 

action to aehieve an efficient allocation of resources and the 

aaximization of collective ·welfare. This could mean - as far as the 

mcxtern aector is concerned - a grou~ o£' instruments' which wil.l pave the 

way to the purchase of appropriate external techrlology uncer the best 

poasible cttnditions, and ·the generatittn of local technologies in all 

sectors in which the existence of creative capacity or the 4esirability 

of autonomous technological ievelopment justify the earmarking of . 
resoQrcea for scientific and technological research. ariel. take due account 

of the priorities of the 4evelopina .countr1es. With regard to the 

medium, small and artisan-type strate, the main objective of the 
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instt'Uillents of scientific and technologic4!1 dissemination sho~ld be to 

reduce the relative dispersion to be ob,erved in the efficienc1 of thesE 

establishments an4 the gap which generally separates them .fr011l the 

enteroriaes of the modern sector. 

52. Lastly, with reaard t-o the primitive sector, which ·mainly affects 

the rural areas, the public sector, research .pr.ogramme 8houl4 aive, 

priority to drawing up alternatives for implementing apecific public 

works (rural roads., schools, etc.), or provi&in& certain services (medical 

assistance, envbonaent hygiene,. etc.) or .to the recovery and the 

appraisal of the traditional technologi•s aentioned above, and other 

machinery which will ~e it possible to absorb unier~loyed human 

resources .llJ 
53. A long- teJ'IIl perspective of the econG~Aic and social future of Latin 

America would make it. possible to appreciate the complex and chanaing 

role which the science an4 tec:hnoloay va,riable must plt..T. The dyuauaics· 

of Latin American development ~ve basically dep~pdei on .~ulses an4 

preasures activated by local deman4, external tl"llcle and the reaional 

market, and the back drop to ~ese has been constitute4 by the changes 

in income level and distribution. 

54. In the inaustrial sectors, there baa been some shift of the 

production units towar4s the region, as a result of the 4ifferences in 

labour costs. It usually takes .the form of subcontractina and is 

manifested as highly labour-intensive activities with a high export 

tendency. these new activities are ae.ner~lly subordinated to the 

decisions of major enterprises, and receive £rom them technological, 

organizational and financial contributions, but .are governe~ by global 

long-term policies which do not oecetssal"Uyeoincide with national 

interests. Although the governments. h.ave acquired exper.ience in 

ll/ See UNESCO, lleport.of tbe Standing Conference of pirecton·of Nationtl 
Councils for Science Policy and Research of Latin American and 
Caribbean Member States (fifth meeting), (Quito, May 19ib), Cha_ptel' II, 
Section E. 
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establishing norms: for the conduct of the transnational corporations~ th~se 

are flexih le enol,lgh. to adapt to the most d,iverse re.strictions. without economic 

losses of any considerat,ion. 

55. Latin America should 20 forward i,n establishing. policy instruments .to 

stl'engthen and. use local bargaining capacity in the ·context of a clos'er 

'
1horizontal" link with the developing regionS' .of l\sia and, Afriea and in· the 

spirit of the Buenos Aires Plan of Action for Promc>ting· -and ·Implementing· 

Technical Co-operation among Developing Countries, approved by the United 

Nations Conference on Technical Co-operation among Developing Countries, 

particularly with re~ard to Recommendations 22. and 23 of that document. In 

noting the comparison between the dynamics of development in Latin America~ 

Asia and Africa, care should be taken not to introduce a new international 

subdivision or ~abour that would have an adverse effect on less developed 

countries or areas, and to avoid the creatJ.on ot nel-r hegemonistic centres. 

It is also necessary to make some pronouncement on the feasible ~nd desirable 

targets of their development, taking into account the features peculiar to 

their present stage of evolution. Both question should be reformulated in 

the.: light of the characteristics of current technologi~al dynamics at 

different leve~s. 

56. In brief, tne region presents a complex situation in which the 

countries which differ with regard to how far technical progress has 

penetrated into them, are simultaneously facing old structural oroblems; 

these include the lack of fairness in society's share 1n the fruits of 

progress, manifested in unemployment, underemployment and urban and I"'tral 

marginality, and the high degree of external dependence, which, althoqgh it 

varies from country to country, has a decisive influence on the rate of 

development and the possibility of progressing towards more complex structures 

of production. Together with these phenomena there are positive elements, 

such as the appearance of local technological efforts in thP modern sector 

(industrial, agricultural or commercial in some of the countrJ.es), the relative 

importance in the world context of the natural resources which the regior. 

possesses, ana some awareness of the possibilities of intra-Latin American 

co-operation on the basis of the semi-maturity and complementarity achieved 

in the production systems in the different countries. All the toregoin~ 
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determines a structural heterogeneity of the d~4 for technology, 

both in its characteristics and the sources require~ tQ supply it. 

57. These and other ci~~umatances impose multiple requisites on the 

preparation of national and r~gional scientific and ~,chnologica7 

policies, and those for lq)plication vis-a-via third c®ntries1 which 

should also possess the necessary flexibility to aaapt to a milieu wnose 

production universes and institutional structures are changing ·very 

rapidly. 

2. The conformation of scientific and technological development 

sa. The general characteristics of the development described influence 

the form in which technological innovationa are effected in the region. 

It was apparently consiiered that technological change representei an 

exogenous variable, independent of the economic policy. while at the same 

time it was assumed that the processes of accumulation and incustrializatloa 

would spontanPnusly in 4ue course generate local capacity to absorb, 

dissem1nate anu create technical know-how. The results di4 not c~letely 

fulfill these expectations. Alth8U&O it is true that manifestations of 

the sci~•(fic and technical revolution taking place in the iniustrial 

centres w~re transplAnted throuah migrations. trade, inves~ent and credit, 

thie was only so to a limited and not very selective degree; the internati.-cnalizr...

tion of technology was fre1uently accoupanied by a regresdve income proceu. and 

a favourable climate was created for luxury consumption supportea b' 

technologies which barely contributee to generating the necessary changes 

in production. 

59. In the general context of limited dissemination and absorotion. 

technical proaress has been incorporated at very different rates, in 

accordance with regional heterogeneity in production and society. Generally 

speakins, the urban sectors linked to services, the industrial process and 

external trade, have adopted forms of coneuct more or less modelled on those 

predominating in industrial societies; but in the strata which have evolved 

aside of the process of growth, techni"a.l change has emerged in an irregular 

form, producing instability in living and working habits. 
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60.. Comparative studies show that these developments formed ar. 

indispensable pa-rt of economic growth and D)ay be excused if it is borne 

in mind that even the currently industrialized countries only be~ame 

aware of the scope of tecbl!lolo&Y as a variable and mechaniSm of growth 

during the Second Wofld War. Prev~ously. awareness of the importance of 

this factor wa~ merely intuitive. 

61. Industrialization based on .import ·substitution followed its upward 

progress,, encouraged by regional tr-ansactions, the expansion of the _domest 

market and by exte~nal t~a.de. without giving free ·rein (or only moderately) 

to the group of _policies, measures .and institutions which technological 

development required. Furthermore. owing to the increasing influence of 

the tra.nsnational corporations in dynamic activities, the machinery .and 

the consequences of technolog,ioal ma.turity took Shape outside the . realm 

of public policie,s. The basic reason for the lack of a relationship 

between the ·tech~q.logical learning process - wh-ich includeS" all the 

elements of scientific ,._nd tecl\nol:ogical supply; academic and research 

centres. ex.tension services, consul~ants and eng·ineering firms and 

measures of legi,slative, financial .and• institutional support - and the 

evolution of the technical requi-rements ·associatetl' with industrial 

development can b~ found in th.es.e facts. 

62. On the other hand, the group of basically short• or medium- term 

instruments which make up the economic policy. have not had 

positive effects i~ achieving technological.developmentwith a higher 

lev~l of autonomy. ·The. limited feresight· of the effect's of industrialization 

based on import substitut·iO.Jl. (to some· extent linked to excessively formal 

planning), the scope and »ature of the changes and the development style 

suggested by these effectl:l and the relative conformity vis~a·vis a 

development process which bas been successful in terms of growth. led 

to the encouragement and. prolongatiPn of the applica.tion of· these 

economic policy instruments. It may be argued that the measures of 

industrial protection - those which affect the relative price o~ the 

factors and the allocation of public expenditure. and those wnich 

encourage primary exports - have not contributed to the .systematic 

I . .. 
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stimulatioQ of the domestic a~pply of knowledge. ThiJ moreover req~ired 

basic investment and long-term flanning which the economic policy has 

apparently not been ablA to provide. 

63. 'l'his discussion on the contrR4ictpry and inadequate .nature of these 

instruments is more plausible if lts scope is not restricted to the 

domain of the economy. After all, mistakes have also been made in the 

attention given to the scientifi~ Tesearch system, tc modes of investment 

in human capital and. generally epeaking. to the educational and university 

field. These errors have affected natiQnal scientific and technolQgical 

capacity, although tn some specific sectors they may in fact hav~ had 

constructive effects.ll/ 

64• The complex:i ty. of the process described above is .also influenced by 

the <:ircumstances wbich adjust the transnationalization of the Lati'ri 

American economy 11nd society to the impulse of their own technical progress. 

The initial disadvantages created byaubstitutive industrialization lacking 

internal technical change and the ambivalent effects of the economic policy 

instruments are accompanied by a new set of fac .. tors. (the industrialization 

of scientific research, oligopoU,stic ~ompetition between industrial centres 

and the transnationalization of the economic cycle and of the centres of 

decision) which have found a receptive milieu in sane countries of the 

region which are at this stage o.f development. 

65. In the Latin American disc:.uesion of this topic three ·interpretations 

would seem to exist: (a) the first is that only the technological options 

of the processes and products corresponding to the predominant line of the 

major economic centres, where scientific and technological research is 

intensive. exist in the region. Although there is a large~scale local 

learning proces-, it would seem to restrict itself to the passive or 

peripheral absorption of the prevailing technical and economic modules, 

or else to minor innovations which do not remedy the basic dependence; 

ll/ For this see A. Nadal, lnstx-umentos de polltica cient1fica y 
tecnol6gica en MAxico, .el Colegio de Mlxico, Mexico'l977; and 
F. Sagasti, Ciencia y Tecnolog1a para el Desarrollo: In!orme 
Comparative Central del Proyecto STPI, International Developmen~ 
Research Centre. Boaot6. ~1&. 

I ... 
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(b) the second is that there is a structural deficiency in nationa1 

policies in tbis respect, which are forced to lag behind the orientations 

11bt.eb th~P. i.nd.ust.rial laboratories of the major enterprises stamp on the 

rate and content of the innova~ions; while (e) the· third bases itself 

more on real recent Latin American experience, and ~onsiders that if the 

precloali.D&nt technical style were capital-intensive, and. if this implied 

for some groups patterns of consumption similar to those observed in the 

industrial countries, the restrictions ~f this type of development would 

be magnified tn the course of ttme, and the transnationalization of 

decisions. relations and innovations would tncrease this syndrome of 

initial' and accumulated disadvantages. 

3. Di verst ty and Coaaon Actions 

66. The degree of technulogical progress ~n the region varies from one 

country to another. Historica1ly speaking, these ditferences originated 

in the specific situation o£ each counny when it begun to emerge from 

the staae of primary exports. ln the course of time.. the differences 

were accentuated by the dissimilar stock of resources, institutional and 

political development and the course of the economic policy. A furtner 

contribution t.o these differences was tbat the maJor currents of 

modern think1ng ~h1ch supported the emergence of scientific 

awareness in society, bad arrived and were absorbed io. varying 
desrees by the a1tferent countries ot ~ reg1on. 

67. These events are particularly s1gn1t1cant in the domain ot technology 

because the ex1s~ence ana organ1zatien of local resources and the 

characteristics of the intellectual movements condition the hbsorptien 

auQ Q1&8emination of tecnn1ea1 cnangee to a laTge extent. 

68, In order to establish a typology of national conditions, some 

criteria nave been suggested which may better illustrate the fo~ ~u 

vbieh poliei~s for science and technology should respon4: 

(a) In the first place, ,!!!! (from the standpoint o{ de1110grapby. 

per cap1ta earnings, and even size of territo.ry or magnitude of resources) 

would appear to be an important variant in long-te~ national opc1ons. 
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Historic:al and comparative analysis shows that size affects tfl·e structure 

ot producUcm, the ability to contribute and mobilize· resource& and the 

degree of complexity of the economic system. Size is a parameter of 

techno.lpgi.cal development, not only at the micrOeeonomic lev~l but 41so 

in the broader p"lane of aa.tional policy. 

(b) Secondly, the industrial tta&,e is ·:tmportant. In general tettns, 

the contribution of secondary activities to· the product has increased in 

aU the countries of the region, but the degrees and trends of this growth 

are differ-'t• The relatively more developed countries have reac.neo • 

level of aemtaaturi~y characterized by a Large conttibution b) industry 

(more than 30~ of the product), a considerable diversification which 

lately has stressed capital goods, and an orientation towards exports 

and increased spendin& on tilt. J.eaniug process and industrial extension 

activities also related to _the volume of qualified human J.'esourc~ 

available: these characteristics have Rlaced them in a d{fferent 

situation to that of the te.,s developed countde$. Their t~~emimaturity 

bas made it possible for them tQ begin to obtain •ccumulative advantages 

at the technoloaical level which. with an adequate rea_ional technolo&Y 

excnanae could be of great use to the relatively less develooed countr!~~ 

(c) thirdly. accest to and shat,e-~n the subregional in.teJration 

s.xsteme have conditioned_ the develQ.RJJlellt Qf t.b~ membv countri.ell by 

neutrauzing to some curt:ent the limitations of si.ze lll'd the current. staBP. 

or industrial development. Aa a reauk o.f tllis system~ CQq>lemen.tad,ty 

and co-operation agreements have been reached.. as has b..eeD seen i-n the 

experiences of the CentJ'al Americ~. Caribbean and _Andean Group countries. W 
{d) Fourthly~ the degree.of develoement of the educational system, 

its cover!ge and guali~at1Xtsfeatures3 and erogress in scientific researgb 

activities constitu.t.a &JU)ther element wn1~n permits the countries access 

to different possibilities in their scientific and technological proaresa. 

1JI Mainly. with reference to decisions 24- 84,and 85 of the Cartaaena 
Agreement, concerning the machinery for the transfer of technology. 
industrial property and trademarks to benefit the recipient 
countries, 
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\•J Lastly, tne rate and nature of sconomic internationalization also 

represent factors of differentiation between national situations. It is 

aot the eaaae thin& if this process affects strategic or marginal sectors, 

if it coocentrates on the product1.on stage or the Nrketing stage, if it 

is linked to forms of ownership o~ not. if it forms part or otherwise of 

olljopolistic relationships, or if it shows a tendency to grow or withdraw 

into itself. 

69. The elements responsible for this diversity in the region constitute 

64, .Lncentlve to .anrich ita caoacity i"l the aim of developing societie_ .. 

that are in different stages of development. a prospect that 1• 
particularly valid for launching technological proarammes and_projecta_ 

that. require economies of scale of some munitucle. As may be seen. there 

are wide possibilities for co-oper~tion and reciprocity in research,in 

the joint use of infrastructures (including industrial lab_o~4tories) and 

in information and the training of h~ r~sources. 
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C. POLICIES FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. INSTITUTIONAL 
ARRANGEMENTS AND NEvi FORMS OF INTERNATIONAL 

CO-OPERATION 

1. 3cope 

70. The governments of Latin America and the Caribbean have been ao~e LO 

substantiate the importance and the multiple repercussions of scientific' 

know-now in their respective counLries. for th~s reason, Lhey have set up 

specialized institutions and machinerv with the task of structuring ana 

promoting the science and technology system as far as is possible.!4/ The 

research centres which deal with sectoral asoects and train experts ~~ 

specific matters have thus multinlied.~ 
71. The institutio~alization of certain policies is a Process which has 

begun ~o acquire impetus during this aecade 1n near~y al~ the con~~nent 

although it b~g&, earlier in some countries. The aims of these poltcies 

were first ot all to encourage scientific and technologic=U. research. s.econdlv, 

to pave the way for a rational selection of imported technologies and counter 

the imperfections of the technological market. thirdly, and more recently, 

to encourage innovations and adaptations in the national context~ particularly 

to benefit the least protected sectors of the population and the smallest 

production units; and lastly, to disseminate applications of science and 

technology to solve the most important problems of the countries (food, 

health, housing, employment, energy, exports, etc.) and at the same time 

15/ 

For further information, see Considerations on some rer.~nt experience~ 
in the remotion of scientific and technological development in La~ 
Amer~ca ST CEPAL Conf.53 1.4 November 1974, and the report of the 1 

UNESCO Standing Conference of Directors of National Councils for Scif 1ce 
Policy and Research of Latin American and Caribbean Member States 
(fifth meeting), op.cit. 

In the Dominican Republic, for example. more than half of the specialized 
institutes were established after 1962. University bodies were expanded 
and diversified during the same period, particularly in Mexico. Central 
America and Peru. See OAS, Inventario del Eotencial cientificotecnico 
de la RepUblica Dominicana, Washington, D.C., 1974. 
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encourag~ the absorption of scientific culture~ i.e •• a collective awareness 

of the imoortance of developin~ and stimulating the capacity to create. 

72. This process of institutionalization should give attention to the 

social effect of technological ~hange and proceed in keeping with the social 

and economic development_of the countries. In order to carry out the 

nriorities established bv these policies, and in particular progress towards 

a greater degree of technological autonomy, account should be taken of: 

(i) factors of an internal order, such as local legal and financial 

conditions, and (ii) at ~he international level, activities aimed at changing 

the institutional framework containing the scientific and technological 

development process~ these include the adoption of a New International 

Economic Order, the Lima Programme (United Nations Industrial Development 

Organization). the Charter of Economic Rights, and Duties of States, the 

international code of conduct being prepared by the United Nations Conference 

nn TY.ade and Development (UNCTAD) for the .transfer of Technology, !:he 

Paris Convention revised by the World Intell~!:!tual Property Organization and 

other .instruments of technological co-operation, of a mul tuateral and. 

bilateral nature. 

73. One of the basic problems arising in the management of science and 

technology, is that present practices of economic appraisal do not give 

objective consideration to the economic viability of investment for scientific 

and technical development; although methods have be~m evolved for making an 

economic and social appraisal of the positive results of science and 

technolo~. the effects of the preponderant uncertainty of this activit~ 

often constitute a restriction on its financing in developing countries. 

N~rion~l and in~ernational financing machinery frequently ma~e use of this 

ommission in order not to accept projects with a high cont&n~ of scientific 

and technological research, even when they are clearly viable.l6/ For the 

same reason, the appraisal and follow-up of national efforts in science and 

technology - in the few cases in which they have been made - lack solid bases. 

16/ There are, however, some except1ons, such as the loans by the Inter
American Development Bpnk (IDB), earmarked for expanding the 
infrastructure of research, and the group constituted jointly by IDB 
and CEPAL for research on the technological development of the region. 
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Consequently, the pei'tinent decisions al'e difficult to take, and frequentl.v 

al'e not taken among other l'easons because the techniq'l:les and p:riteria of 

appraisal have not been adequately developed. It is therefore conside~d a 

matter of urgen~ necessity to make changes in the traditional finance s~tems, 

so as to achieve adequate support for the efforts beigg ma4e ~ationallv. 

regionally and internationally in scientif~c and technologipal research. One 

of the basic problems arising here is the need fo~ this financial con~ibu~iQJ 

to absorb ~he risk implicit in any technological research~ as well as that 

implied in ~hA use of technology arising out of- these resea~h actiy~tie~~-

74. With reference to this, and con~idering the Declaration on_the 

Principles of Scientific and Technolo~ical ~olicy,l7f and resolution 81 (IVl 
or UN(.'TAO, on the scientific and technolOJZical capacity of de'V~~p_;i~· 

countries, an awareness that scientific and technolo~ieal de~elo~~en~-L~ 

Lat1n fimer~ea and the Caribb~~n constitutes ~ ~~ic variabl~._withQUt 

which it would be impossible to achiAVe the targets of econondc, social and 

cultural development which the countrie!'; of the re~~pn ha'J!:! set -t:bemselves,_ 

is desirable. It is also necessary to identify the bases of scienti~ic anq 

technological policy which, according to the consensus arrived at in tq~ 

Quito meeting referred to, al'e essential if scien~e and technology are really 

to be projected successfully at th~ economic, social apd cultural level~~ 

75. In an endeavour to achieve these aspirations institutions have been 

set up (science and technology councils. industr~al information centres). 

l.aws and rules have been adopted, as well as standards_ for I'E!sz:u).atin~ 

forei~n investment, and even patents and trademarks. and other Pr9Visions 

have been madeo including scholarship pro~ .. st_irnvli tQ l9caJ 

eruuneer1n~t and consultants' firmsJ' etc. The activities of ::he .:pub~ic 

sector have also been expanded to deal with new types of problems and 

17/ Adopted at the UNESCO Standing Conference of Directors of Na~ional 
Councils for Science P-olicy and Research -of Latin American and 
Caribbean Member States (fifth m~tin~). Quito .. Lcuador •. in 
Mal"ch 1978. 
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procedures relating to technology. More effort has also been put into 

expanding expenditure earmarked for scientific and technological rasearch, 

and at present an effort is being made to give the different instrument& 

of technological policy a more organic structure. Mon1tor1ng mechanisms 

have also .been set up (such as technol-ogy registers) but their appl1cat1on hll·:: 

come up against numerous .problems which must, be analysed in order to make 

the necessary rectifications. 

76. Initially, the institutionalization of scientific and technological 

poltcdes too~ i.ts inspiration from the efforts made by the industrlalize:l 

countries to regulate the rate and trend of scieacific and· technological 

activities, In certain industrialized countries, institutions and 

prograumes for these purposes alteady existeCI in the ·t920s; this ~ctivit) 

acquired greater impetus during the Second World War. when specific 

experiences and detailed studies showed the economic, social and military 

importance of scientific research. however, scanty attent1on was given 

in the re11ion to different contexts in which such policies were applied. 

In these countries, scientific an~ technological research leads directly 

to the development of production techniques, while in the regio~ this is not 

the case, since stress is laid on the incorporation of foreign technology. 

77. Various external ~ircumstaoces influence the determination of the 

guidelines adopted by science and technology in Latin America; for 

example, the interdependence which has existed ~ng ~he industrialized 

countries in recent decades has given impetus to a great technical 

progress~ which on some occasions has been determined by abundant investment 

in basic and applied research,!!/ and on others by the unparalleled expansion 

of world production and markets. The industrialized countries of market 

economy in th~ir. turn have been engaged in a genuinely oligcpolistic 

stru~~le among themselves, the result of which has been that some countries 

Expenditure on rese~ch and development by the industrialized countries 
expanded considerabiy after the last war, at annual. rates of more 
than 20%, while it reached more than 2% of the gross doinestic product 
in all these countries; it should, however, be borne in mind that 
in some of the countries the proportion earmarked for war research 
is very substantial. 
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are dispose~ to neg~tiatt wit~ thi~Q cQuntries under more favourable 

conditions. Linked to the above, there bas .been the ~owing lnfluence 

of the transnational corporations in the region which usually impose 

their criteria with regard to thE pr:oduction aDd marketing of goocSs 

and services. and also frequently hinder the transfer of technology. 

79. Sales of technology by these corporations. grew ootstandingly 

during the first five years of. the 1970s, increasing from 2,700 to 11 

billion dollars. Althougb the developing countries only accounted for 

10% (and Latin America 5%) of thia figure, it is estimated that 1£ 

present trends are maintained, purchase,& of technology by this sroup 

of countries from the corporations in 1985 could amount to 6 billion 

dollars.W 

79. The availability of researcher• in. Latin America is notably 

limited (one per ten thouaaQ.d inhabitants, compared with the United 

Statee and Western Europe,, where the proportions are 40 and 30 reipectively 

while the investmen~ earmarked for these activities varies patently. For 

example, in the United Statee around 115 dollars per person is spent on 

scientific and technological research (including defence research) wnile 

in th• Latin American countries, this figure fluctuates betWeen 40 eents 

and 2 dollars.~ The same difference exists in all aspects. The 

expenditure of the industrialized cOQntries over an extensive period· 

constitutes an accumulated stock, which in addition to the volume of the 

expenditure places the industrialized countries in a position in which 

thev are very difficult to overtake. 

eo. There are also disadvantages of a l:.ocal na·ture. The increased 

resnonsibilities which the public ·sector is required to take on in this 

See Unitoo Nat1ons, IraRmatioaa~ora.tJ.oy b WorW DevaJ..ep¥&ltJ 
a Re-examination, New York, April, 197e 
The lack of propOrtion is ttiU vary considerable if expenditure on 
armaments research fs excluded in the case of tb~ United States. 
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field ~ lnte ceDflU:t with a a1tuat1nn which, until rec-en~l.y, 

undereeetmated the ~ ef tech~legical facters in selviag tbe 

~gieu'wbaaic problems (the slOWing down of 1ndustr1ali&atioa beeaUs• 

ef tectm.legical battier&, -unempl.eymenc and vuuerampi..ymen~ accentuated 

by the lack of technical training an4 by tne indiscriminate use ef 

technot..giea, and an agr1CU1ture lacking in secoodary 1npuu}. OWing 

to this, they have barely been taker.r into aecCM&nt 1n defining the 

economic policy and in global planning. 

81. It abeuld be added chat tnese discrepancies do not enly reflect 

a defect or gap II1DIIng -che many to be seen in planning in Latin Am.e-nca, 

but alae that the ecoa.mic policy is out of step with techaolegical 

pelicy as an endogenous variable. A mere deep-seated pnenemenon 

explains tbe lack of decision in the pablic sector in opting fer the 

decided enceuragement of endogeneus scientific and technelegtcal 

development. An undertaking of this kind by the sta~e would· involve 

fer the public sector a new statement of aims and the use of different 

instruments. It would be of very little use, for example, for scientific 

policy te be a1med at the formation of resources and the study ef 

technical requirements te p110duce capital goods if the ecen.mic pwlicy 

contiD\led te be oriented tewards imperts of these goods. Th.ts shews 

that on• of the central probl~ is the handling and oremoti•n ef the 

aemana ter lecal scientific and technolegical activities. in 1uch a. way 

that the economic deve1epment pr~esa will reinforce this activ1~y and 

at the same time benefit from 1t. 

z. The rgle of science and technolegy in devewp+:4*qt 

82. Despite the fact that different approaches exist in Latin ~r1ca 

ae iu the rest ef the world for describing £ne role ot sc1ence and 

tecbnolesy :ln development, the ideas that have been preseote~i.and 
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discussed in various intergovel'lmental feruuttlJi and in s.t:udles by 

regloJlal upart.W coincide in indicating three large area.s deserving 

of attention: the pluraU..sti-c nature of the technol•gical process, .tt\e 

role of science within this pl'OCes, and the deve101XQ8Ut of thie precess 

within overall national and regional development plans. 

83. The pluralistic patug of the tecbpclqgical prgceta• The evolution 

and development of the tee~leglcal process within natiooal and regienal 

contests are ef a pluralistic nature that is manifest in the use ef 

intermediate technologies to solve radical and tl(anaitory pr•blems in 

certain fields of production and in the use and incorpeJ"&tion of advanced 

technology ef strategic significance in national and regienal ec•nomic 

devel~pment. In this context it 1e considered that national technological 

systems should investigate and apply different options on several levels 

that wlll not only resolve transitory deficiencies but also provide a 

vide range ef technological selutions in accordance with the CC~C~plex 

realities of the countries of the region. 

111 These f•rums represent an awareness and a weighing-up of ideas for 
action. The presidential weet1ng of Punta del Bate (1957), the 
Confe.rence on the Application of Science lUld Technology to the 
Development of Latin America (CASTALA). held in 1965, the C.nference 
on the Application of Science and TechDOlggy in La~tn Ainertca 
(CACTAL), in 1972, and the CBPAL Meeting on Science, Tec~l.Dgy 
and Development in Latin America in 1974, may be recalled, as well 
as the spectaltzed meetings of directors oi sc1entlfic pollcy and 
experts in the different aspects of .this topic spons~red by UNESCO, 
UNCTAD, WIPO, the Organization of American States (OAS) and others. 

W Apart from the studies quoted in the CBPAL document, see 
ConSideratiOns qn SQPC res,nt eiR'rieQCeS in ~~ pppmotien Of 
ICistntifJ.c agd t@Chpological deyelopmept in Latin AmetJ&A, 2P• .d.t• 
The ~glonal Plan of Actt•n on Science and Technology fer 
Development prepared by the experts of the Advisory Committee 
should be recalled. Also see the different documents dravn·up by 
the joint IDB/CEPAL Technology Pregraame • and the research carried 
out under the pr.ject for scientific and technological policy 
instruments, sponsored by the International Development Research 
Centre (Canada); see Ciencla y tecnolog1a pan el 4esap;oll0 ;_ 
lnfome comparativo central 4e1 prgves\00 STfi, Bogeu, IntematiJmal 
Development Research Centre, 1978. 
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-84. The role of science J,n thf JieebDOJ.td.gl pJ'9Cels. 'l'be role that 

sulci be p1$yed by science in the technological process has been widely 

dtscuaaeo, and although such discussien is atill characterized by radical 

poaitlolls, a generalized consensus exists that acience in the ngien 

has at least two functiou • albeit •f varying nature • that an 

aatually helpful and coepletaentery. These functi~na are: (a) the 

genentic:m of "ture•• scientific ltnmrledge without immediate relatiml 

to the tecbDological procees, but as a necessary eleMnt and as a 

particular ctmtribution to universal scientific kDowledge; and, (b) serVing 

as an input for the technologieal development process in ita explicit 

~nction as a generator of ideas and methodologies fer practical 

appli~ation. It is ebv1ous that the proportion ln which thea~ ~we. 

functions manifest themaelves depends to a large extent on the relative 

atage of development of national science and technology syateaas. 

as. DeD'orrnt tf the t§hoolqaipal prpce11 withip 9Qrall ytfppal 

and re&lcm&l deye\oppt PlatlB• The Droblem of development of the 

tecbaological precess within overall national and regional development 

plaM includes the following elements: human resoUrces, the productlen 

infraatructure and general development pelicies. 

(a) Hwpap reswrs;ea. The problem ef training reacNrcea fer 

generati.ag, adapting, managing and marketing technology it at the very 

base ef the procesa ~f technel~gical development, and within this problem 

are included the solidity of natienal educational systems and the link 

between higher educatt.n systems and the production apparatus .. 

(b) 'froductiQn infrastructure. The extent and solidity of the 

preduction apparatus are a determining factor ~n the style of national 

technological developnent, si~e te a large extent they detenline if a 

given style will incline towards one •f the ~ptions •ffered by such 

development. It appears evident that such infrastructure, in conjuncti.on 

with the availability of human resources, the specific·poasibilities for 

autoDOmOUs development,. interdependence ancf reganal co-.peratlon .. 
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(c) General deyelggent P'lie1,ea. There is generaliaed cmocunnce 
that the world economy is initiating a process of ctliiPl._t\C:arity and 

interdependence. This situation implies various national and regtoul 

policies and strategies, such as: 

(1) Orientation of naticmal ecoDOmiea so as to benefit frem 

this situation by identifying 801Il8 subeect:Or. branch or activity as an 

axis for their developmeat in whtch facto~ of size and geo·ecGDOmic 

location are not an obstacle to the development or adaptation of 

specific technologies; 

( U) Gradual de tacbmeiat from the hegemonic centres of technolOSY 

as an incentive for endOgenous development of tecbaolegy; attd 

(iil) Rectification of the patterns prevailing in interQatioaal 

technology transactions to bring them into liue with the prlnciplea of 

the New Internatienal Order. 

86. Nevertheless~ the s·trategy selected noMthstancling, countries 

should adopt natienal, regional and internatic:»oa1 polkiea t!lat take 

into account the situations ex18ting 1n the variGUs area.s mentioned . 

that lead systematically t:. the aebieftment of specific goats. Oqly 

c~ntinued efferte in this sense will ensure surpassing present stages 

of deyelopment. The 11108t urgenc difficulties 11111 be able to be 

·eliminated by applying a ~eneral economic policy if such a policy, in 

addition to long-term objectiv~s, cakes int• account the immediate 

needs involved in technological development. 

87. The lively debate on these topics in Latin America has filtered 

through to a large part of the develeping world and· has also illustrated 

the .main concerns of regional scientific and technological pelicy. 

3. The problems 

88. Sc11e11ce and tecnnology 1n Latin America are fac1ng exb-eaaely 

complex pro&l~ tlumau, •cientific .and technological J:eseurces on tbe 

academL~ level ure insufficient and unevenly trained; 1nvescment 1l 

limited and lacking in well-defined eriurta; markad dependence on the 
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technologies of transnational corporations prevails; the use of 

international co-operation is defective and irregular; aad there ts a 

significant amount of emigration of skilled professional personnel. 

R9. In many cases the number and academic training of Latin Aa!erican 

researchers is below what international competition and the State might 

require. The majority only poueas a first academ~c degree, and less . 

frequently a master's degree and doctorate~ either becauie the post· 

graduate institutions are few or non-existent, or because local 

demand has still not had nee4 of this academic level. 

90. The scarcity of these graduates is due in second place to the 

fact that research as an exluatve occupation is not a generalized 

phenomenon; part-time work is common and this more than proportionally 

reduces the productivity of the scientists. Thirdly, the researchers 

normally do not respond either to the specific cietlands of the public 

Ol" entrepreneurial sector• • but; to individual interests which do not 

always coincide with the country's collective interests. Por example, 

in one country in the region, ~ro-thirds of the projects prepared by 

research institutions were not covered by external contracts nor had 

any direet application to any industry.ZJ/ 

91. Generally speaking, researchers work in small groups; this 

explains why the projects prepared by two or three researchers have a 

limited scooe and are aimed at problems of little magnitude; cases occur 

in which the number of projects is greater than the number of 

xesearchers. Th•se circumstances aggravate the 4ifflculties and 

detl"act substantially from the impact which the researchers could have 

in the scientific and economic sphere.~ It cannot be ignored~ 

W See OAS, Ciencia e inc:lustria. Un caso argentino, Washington, D.C., 
1974 .. 

~ A ~ougb indicator of scientific marginBtion is tne f~ct that only 
cwo Latin Americana have received the Nobel Prize for Science out 
of a total of 313 awards. 
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however, that in some circumstances these •mall groups (of less than the 

critical mass) constitute nuclei of "cultural cat41Yf1s", eseential tor 

initiating the process of getting off the g'l'Ound at • later stage. 

92. In Latin America, the fu~ds available ~.or research and scientific 

and technologieal development are insufftcf.ent for the needs of the 

region; furthermore, they are used mainly to cover current costJ •nd 

their allocation is selective to a very smal~ desree. 

93. The financing of research prea~nts aspects of particular interest: 

first, with regard to the mobUizadon of addittcnal resources;W 

secondly, with regard to organization and budgetary programmtng;W 

thirdly .. wit.h regard to the criteria ap~l~ed in the. seleccion of projects 

(for example» in progranming and inve8tment, linked eo science and 

technology, the criteria, for selecuo·n ahoulc1 be 1iffferent 

from those which apply to the physical infras1:ructure); fourthly, with 

regard to l'llethods for evaluating expenditux.:e, whf.t!'h involve very complex 

methodological questions Specific studies on the subject should have 

top priority in the future~ Both with regard to the training of human 

resources and in matters of financin~, the.central problem ts to have 

access to a critic~l mass of resources which will ensure theif 

self·supported growth. 

9lf. lt has already been observed that the relations existing between 

the main actor£ of technological change (univ~rsities, scientific and 

technological research institutes, the productlon sector and the 

government) suffer fro~ defects. There are elao diffi.culties of communica· 

tion in the diffe·rent phases of the deve~opment of research, rangina from 

W Argentina, Peru and Bra~il .have put into practice original formulae, 
such as the allocation of a certAin pereent4RP. of tbP credits granted 
~Y the 1naustr1al and development bSnks to technological ~esearch 
work, the constitution nf rotary carit&l risk funds and the earmarking 
ot a peccencage or cne prof1cs earnea ·by the enterprises tor 
technological research. 

~ See an essay on this subject by COLCIENCIAS. with the co-operation 
of UNESCO: El proceso de ptpgratpaci6n presyouestarla para eiencia 
y teenologta en Colombia, Bogota, 1977. 
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basic and applied ree~arch tn. technological innovation in experimental 

plants. The inadequate co-ol'dination existing between ministries ·of 

education and labour, and betwee·n these ministries and the academic 

centree is well known, for examp'le. Owing to this, a scientific and 

technological policy has to deal with separate units which respond to 

their .own traditions and interests~, although all in(iependently influence 

the accwm1lation anddissemination of technological change. 

35. On. the external front an additional group of problems is to be 

observed deriving from the manner in which transnational corporations 

operate when they act as vehicles for the transfer of technology. 

Independently of the effecte which they produce, there would appear to 

be a consensus from the economic standpoint that thea~ corporations, 

with the advantage of their technological and integration-oriented 

dynamics, of the innovations which they handle in the general cgctext 

of the enterprise transfer those of lesser importance. Apart frc.:m this, 

their influence is usually counterproductive in other senses: they 

frequently impose restrictive practices with regard to the supply 

and marketing materi'als.; they affect consumer .patterns, inducing an 

artificial differentiation of ·supply, and,e.onsequen~ly in~ the pattera 

of the demand for technology. 

96. On the other hand, international public and private eo-operation 

in th-is matter often give very debateable results, especially because 

of the lack of clarity with which national requirements al'e defined. 

External co-operation can only be a valuable instrument 1n so far as 

the scientific and technological policv determines and selects tne t-ruA 

areas of national interest. 

97. It is, however, necessary to Rtress that even if natioD41 priorities 

are defined clearly, international technical co-operation for the 

development of investmet'lt pro.1ects. especullv bilat'!ral and or1vate 

investment, frequently introduce an element of predetermination with 

regard to the choice of technology, in terms of the country of origin 

providing the assistance. This restricts the technological 

self-determination of the countries of the region. 

/ ... 
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98. It is also necessary to streu the problem of the diOVement of 

trained personnel across national frontiera, as closely bound up with 

internationalization and tocal inadequacies. Informatiun available it' 

this respect is not consistent; it usua].ly tefers to a single count~ 

(the United States), mentions•professionah, tecl)nicians and similar 

worker~' and does not indicate c•ses of return tQ the country. Wi.th 

these reservations, it should be .observed that the total number o·f 

migrants tor the period 1960·L97·0 was close on 47 ,ooo.1J/ More accurate 

estimates referring to a country and ln particular to its scientific 

resources show that the emigrat10'n has a wi.de cnmpass~ ta some countries 

it is caused by economic factors and s.hould be attributed t:o a fuller 

a'-1areness of certain merits and to political circumstenc.e.:s.~§./ In 

recent years the migratory fl0\7S of scientists withi" the region would 

appear to have become more intensive.W 

99. It is of (>articular importance for developing countr~es to have 

their own personnel trained in science and technology. They are an 

indispensable vehicle for the assimi~ation of the. benefits contained in 

the transfer and adaptation of imported tec;hnology, and for tJte progressive 

<levelopment and utilization of national te·ehnCOJlogies. The efforts and 

resources '~hich these developing countries put into training tbh 

personnel are affected .,Y the 1:eduction of their scientific and 

technological stocks • as a result of the drat~ of their profess-ionals 

w 
.w 

OAS, II Seminario Metodol6gico sobre Ciencia y Tecnologta, Bogot4, 
Colombia. 1972. 
See UNCTAD, Majox hsues. arising f~_n.Jt;_transfe[ of ~.hn.ology to 
developing countries. a cfse study of Chile (TD/B/HC.ll/20), 
May 1976. . . 
See UNESCO., Colombia, Intorme Nac1ona1,. presented at l:.he Standing 
Confel'ence of Directors of National Councils for Scienpe Policy and 
Research of Latin American and Caribbean Member States (fifth 
meeting) • Qliito, March l.IJ78, and R. Srezzo Parede~, ~ prot>ltm!tic& 
de l& trinshrencia de ·tecnplogta en e\ Urusuty. . r . 
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t~~ards developed nations. This phenomenon in fact constitutes an 

inverse transfer of scientific and technological kno\'Y-h~7 and human 

capital. 

100. Among other problems which merit attention in the Latin American 

context mention may be made of: (i) the scanty attention which has been 

given to the development of science and technology from the standpoint 

the requirements of the sectors of production, and in particular, the 

lack of directives ~71th regard to the adaptation of imported technology, 

while the lack of support for the minor innovation activities of the 

enterprises slows d~fn the absorption of technical kno~J-how by the 

sectors of production; (ii) the lack of promotion given to the use of 

local technologies and lastly, (iU) the absence of links between the 

activities for the generation of scientific and technological knor-:r-how 

and the evolution of production technologies, which leads to the relative 

isolation of the creators of know-how on the one hand and users on the 

other. 

4. The instruments 

10~. among the developing countries those of the region have accumulated 

wider and more diversified experiences 1n tne tormutation of 

various instruments ot scientific and ~~chnological policy. 

Some of the instruments, of national and regional scope utilized are 

well-rooted in the past, since they are founded on initiat1ve~ undertaken 

by academies of sc1ence, un1versities ana certain government bodies; 

others are new, having emerged rrom critical rev1sion of a legal ordinance 

and practices that have governed the tra~sfer of technical end &~1£ntific 

knowledge. 

102. ln oraer· to facilitate the analvsis of instruments of scientific and 

technological po11cy, a distinction will be made in following paragraphs 

between those intenaed for policy formulatioo, tnose which promote the 

production of technologies. those applied to cegulate technology imports. those 

/ ... 
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directed at the adaptation and. incorporation of technology in the produ.ction 

sector, those which mo.tivate the demand for locally-gen~rated technologies, 

those destinated for dissemination and information, and those concerned 

with the training of human. resources. 

103 _ Amopg the instruments. for the formulation of policie!., mention 

should be made of the establishment of national science and technology 

councils or of natiQnal institutions for scientific and technological 

planning and research. The aims of such bodies are to for1Jlulate science 

and technology policies and implement development plans and programmes 

in this field. For example, the setting up of a council of this type by 

a country in the regionW brought about a large-scale strw:tural modification 

of the national science and technology syste~ without affecting the 

autonomy of its different compon~nts. The new organization assumed the 

task of identifyins;c and i,ndice.ting the priority of objectives, targets,. 

policies and progra11ll1les for the scientific and technological developinent. 

The national research councils of several countries of the lC'egion forming 

part of the Office of the President of the Republic are alsc> organizations 

for co-ordination, promotion and aid in this field. One country has a 

specialized organization at the ministerial level 3_1} that h in charge 

. of directing. co-ordinating and regulating the application c>f State 

policy in science and technology. Among its activities it includes 

questions of industr-ial ownership and the national scientific 11.nd 

technological information system. W 
lOU. One of the national science and technology plans presfantly under 

34/ way in Latin America- provides a good exar.tple of the accuracy w.ith 

w 
33/ 

The National Council for Science and Technology·(cONACYT) of Mexico, 
established by presidential decree in December 1970. 
See Mexico: National Report, presented by CONACYT at the Lat.in American 
Regi.()nal Preparatory Meeting for the United Nations Cor\ference on 
Science and Technology-for Development (Panama, August 1978). 
State Science and Technical Committee (CECT) of Cuba. 
See M. A. Fernandez Finale and others, !!_esumen de la poUtica e 
instituciones relacionadas ~on la planificaci6n y transferencia de 
tecnolog1a en la Republica de Cu£~ (UNCTAD/SIDA/III/DT.22), April 1978. 
Second National Science and Technology Plan of Brazil (1975-1979). 
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which the objectives and iostruments must be defined eo as to ~b~in 

the greatest possible benefit from international scientific resources • 

. This plan etresses import substitution in basic inputs and _capital goods, 

constraint on and substitution of demand for some petroleum products 

(use of alcohol of vegetable origin tO complement gasoline) and the 

.diversification of imports.W 

.105. The aim of these institutions responsible for foraulatics and. 

~et~ing in motion scientific and technological policies could be 

summarizedas:eo•ordinating and interrelating the ~ifferent compon~nts 

of the scientific and technological systems; strenathenin3 the 

infrastructure and general supporting services; mobilizing internal and 

externat resources; expanding the p~grammes for the training of human 

.resources through acholarshtps; and disseminating the important results 

of basic applied reseatch and technological innovation. Latterly, a 

special effort b&s been observ~d directed towards establishing priorities 

- an essential requirement for the integratiou .of technology to the 

strategies and p~ans for aocis~economic development. 

106. Another type of instrument for policy fo~lation consists in 

setting up liaison units between the ministries of finAnce an4 the 

science and technology councils. to reach agreement on the amount of 

the expenditure and criteria for distribution. In Mexico, fo.r example, 

progress has been made in this direction, with the proposed establish

ment of an interinstitutional commission on science and technology, 

composed of various government bodies that analyses the financial. aspects 

of the science and technology development programmes. including the 

draft federal budgets, so as to improve the coherence of the 
prpcess. In the _ se.ma area,. Colombia ·u setung up a mechanism 

for programme budgets~ financed from the_ gener•l ·budget; this mechanism 

See Consejo Nacional de Pesquiias del ·Brasil,, .Country lle'port of the 
UNESCO Standing Conference: of Dt.reotors .of -~ational Councils for 
Science Policy and Research of Latin American and Caribbean Member 
States, Quito, 1978. · 
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is applied in ~o phases: in the first phase, the science and technology 

a~tivities ~o be carried out by public tnstitutions.ate identified on 

the basis of the praft budget torms; in the second phase, the targets 

and programmes are established, the executing institutions designated 

and the agreed resources allocated. 

107. The instruments which prgmote the prpgyction of techpplogies include 

the creation of industrial and agricultural and technological reaearch 

institutes which provide specialized sectoral services, in some cases to 

solve tmmediate proble$8 and in others to provide the advisory services 

and traintng required by the production units.~ Recent efforts to 

create new technologies in the region in keeping with specifie needs 

shoul~ also be recalled, (for example, the production of rubber from 

"guayule", steroids from vucca, pharmaceutical products from corals); 

an improved use has been made of sugar cane bagasse, and alcohol 

(methanol) used as a source of ene:gy. FurtheDnore, financial machinery 

has been designated to fo.ster the production of technology in the countries 

of the region.ll/ 

108. The instruments to regulate imports of teChnology assume different 

patterns in the region. In several cases they have taKen the form of 

nati~nal registers, and in others they nonstitute royalties committees. The 

obj~ctives are the amne: the eta~dardiz&ticn of royalty payments, the 

suppression of restrictive clauses. in technology sales purchase contr11c.cs 

For examp&.e, the National InsUtute for Indusr.rial Technology (INTI) of 
Argentina and the .Institute of Indus·trial Technology and 
technical Standar<1s { ITINTEC) of Peru; the network of 
sectoral technological institutes set up in Braz11 and the Institute 
of Technological Research of Colombia, the research units of the 
Academy of Sciences of Cuba, the technologicf&l t'esearch· intitu'tions 
created in Paraguay and Chile, the Central American Institute for 
Research and Technology (ICAITI), the Nutrition Institute of Central 
America and Panama (INCAP)·, the Inter•American Institute of Agricultural 
Sciences (IICA) and the Caribbean tndustrial Research Institute in 
Trinidad and Tobago (CARIRI). 
Mention should be made of the funds set up by.Braz11 (PUNTEC and the 
National Fund for Scientific and Technological Development), the 
sectoral funds for indust~, mining, fisheries and telecommunications, 
set up in Peru, and the fund managed by CONACYT in Mexico and linked 
to the indicative programmes. 
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and advice to local entrepreneurs in their negotiations with the suppliers 

of technology. These agencies act within the context of the general policies 

which rule industrial.ization, external trade and foreign investment, and are 

usually subject to contradictory orientations in keeping with the conjunctural 

changes which usually emerge in these policies. 

109. Activities to regulate imports of technology are backed up by legal 

instruments that define objectives and areas of action 38/ and are aimed at 

avoiding excessive costs or harmful restrictions in contracts for the transfer 

of technology and regulating the granting of invention patents and the 

registration of·models, trademarks and indications of origin. In this respect 

it is appropriate to mention the different provi~ions adopted by the Board of 

the Cartagena Agreement. ne·cision 24 of the Agreement, complemented by other 

instruments concerning questions of industrial property and technological 

activities which include tradema~ks and subregional co-operation, constitutes 

one means of an integrated endeavour to deal with the different machinery to 

strengthening the bargaining power of countries receiving technology. 

110. One mechanism that has aroused great interest in the region in recent 

years and regarding which significant experiences have been reported within 

the context of the Andean Pact is the breakdown of the "technological package 

which, while making it possible to select imported technology more rationally, 

also provides greater opportunities to the· supply of endogenous technology. 

111. The ~nstruments.Jtirected at the adaptation and inco~oration._of 

t~nology in the proqY£:tiQIL~.tQ~ endeavour to mobilize resources in 

38/ for example. the Law on I"tellectual Propertv of c,sta R~ca and tqe 
Law on Inventions and Trud~marKs of Mexico, which regulates the 
granting of invention and improvement patents, invention certificates, 
the registration of industrial models and designs, and trademarks and 
indications of origin. 
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the enterprises themselvea. For exampl., in one country relatively small 

percentages - althou.gh in some cases they are fairly sizeable - are 

deducted fr001 the ~t income of .the enteJ;prises to support research and 

development projects wbf.ch the enterprises theue·lves cannot undertake. 

In two other countries of the. te8ion special lines of credit are set 

apart to promote scientific and technological activities of the enterprises. 

It should, however, be noted that, as was said. earlier, sufficient attention 

has not been given to the creation of machinery to motivate the adaptation 

and absorption of technology by the production •ector. 

l.l2. Although various instruments exist in the countries of the. region 

that motivate the demand for .. localb•senerated technologies (for example • 

industrial development instltutions, the use of State .purchasing power, 

and fiscal-type incentives), in practice thei·r effect is very limited · 

for different reasons;. these include a lack o·f acquaintance with the 

local options existing, the risk, the lack of c.onfidence. in. local 

technologies and the pressu~e of the international financing agencies. 

However, there is at lea8t one example in the region where the modes of 

industrial financing and State purchasing power are oriented towards 

greater utilization of national technologies and engineering fit'!liS. 

11-3. A great variety of instruments exist in Latin ,AJQerica and the 

Caribbean with regard to information and dissemination to convey to 

enterprises the knowledge they require for technological decision-making. 

At times special organizations have been set up for .this purpose;~ 
and in other cases the institutes for technological research 

or industrial promotion themselves exercise these functions.~/ 

'J!l./ 

!!QI 

Trust for Technical Information for Industry (INFOTBC-CONACYT) of 
Mexico. Domestic regional centres for technological research and 
assistance (CREAT) are also being set up in this country as part 
of a joint programme with UNDP and UNIDO, two of which are already 
in operation in Guanajuato and Guadalajara. 
Institute of Technological Research (INTEC) of Chile, and InRtitute 
of Industrial Technological Research and Technical Standards 
(ITINTEC) of Peru. 
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In e4dition. the Board of the Cartagena Agreement has undertaken 

activities to set up a subregional informatlQn system, and the Latin 

Am&ricao Economic System (S~) is setting· up the Latin American 

Network of Technological Information (RITLA). 

114. The instruments for the trainipg gf hqiltftn resources 

are of fundamental importance in all aspects of scientific and 

technological mat;ters. Interest exists in the region in encouraging 

greater parttcipation by universities, technical institutes and training 

centres in the activities of technological research,. control of the 

transfer of technology, technical information and t.he like, and in 

establishing ties be~~en the educational system and the organizations 

responsible for impleltlellting national sctentific and technological 

policy. Furthermore, in the .dm· of increas1ng skilled h~n resources 

in accordance with national development needs and plans, fellowship 

programmes have been set up in several countries, and-impetus is 

being given to practical training through the direct participation of 

technicians and professionals in ·theae activities, particularly with 

regard to thOse involving the negotiation of technology and .brea~down 

of the technological package. 

115. It .is evideJl.t. that the analysis and appraisal of each of the groups 

of instruments require detailed studies which have ~t yet been carried 

out. The project on inst'l::'\lments of scientific and technological pftlicy 

mentioned-previously constitutes a first step in this direction. 

5. Final considerations 

116. The objections to the idea ot ,guiding scientific and technological 

development would seem to have been overcome, since tillle has shown 

&nat'th1s development cannot be subordinated to the 1n~erplay of ex~ernal 

influences and internal pressure groups whose objective 1S noteconomic 

and social development seen as an integral process. the role of the 

state therefore is at present considered fundamental not only to ensure 

scientific and technological development, but also to link it with the 
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objectives of:economic and social development. State intervention is 

furthermore justified for strictly economic reasons which stem from the 

fact that the price mechanisms do not permit the efficient allocation 

of the necessary resources for creation, adaptation and dissemination 

of know-how. Hence, the imperfections of the technology ~rket due to 

an inadequate dissemination of data, the public property aspect of 

technology as merchandise; the increasing returns to scale in the production 

of know-how, and the inappropriability of the results of investment in 

the creation of know•how are some of the reasons for requiring state 

participation in the orientation of scientific and technolo$1cal 

development in Latin America and the Caribbean. 

117. Generally speaking, it can be said that the guidelines and 

instruments for the promotion of scientific and technological development 

existing ln the countries of the region are not on a par with the 

magnitude and ur~ncy of the problems. In many cases, the creation of 

new institutions (councils, registers, research centres) would appear 

to have responded to partial demands from academies of science, to 

protectionist· trends in industrial policy and to the accidental influence 

of some groups of scientists and civil servants. Despite recent progress 

towards a more accurate c·onceptual view of the phenomenon, it has not 

been possible to structure an overall long•term view of scientific and 

technological development, nor has it been possible to manufacture easily 

the corresponding policy tools. It is also true that the lack of a clear 

idea of the type of development which would be desirable, in addition to 

these substantive and instrumental defects in overall planning, has in 

some cases ~ccentuated the difficulties and restrictions with which 

science and technology policies come into conflict. 

118. Existing internal and external conjunctural pressures, which are 

especially vigorous in Latin American context, has meant that less 

attention has been given to long-term. ~asures. For ex81l1Ple. investment 
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in scientific and technological research has not been considered 

independently of .the restri~tior on resources from .which public finance 

usually suffers, and has frequently been cut back in keeping with the 

uneven evolution of the latter. The intpnsification of domestic 

capacity to develop research and development activities is usuallv at 

loggerheads with the liberal policies for the import for equipment and 

technical assistance. This leads to out of step situation$ which tend to 

be perpetuated. 

119. It should .not be ignored that the group of instruments which 

make up technological policy should converge towards achieving the 

endogenous development of science and technology, in sueh a way that 

the generating flow of sctentific know-how is orgaQ.ically linked with 

the evolution of the technological bases of modern production and the 

systematic attd discriminated recovery of the traditional technological 

base. All this should take place within the dynamic context of the 

country's socio-econemic development. 

120 •. The importance of regional co-operation for the development of 

science and technology should also be emphasized. This is crucial from 

several points of view, since valid bilateral and multilateral experiences 

have been accumulated in the region. The ecanty resources that the 

majority of the countries of the region can earmark for this purpose 

depr.tve them of the possibility of significant progress unless they 

ma~~ a·joint effort to develop activities for which aminimum critical 

mass is vital. The spontaneous evolution of the economic integration 

processes will not lead to greater autonomy in the development of pro

duction activities unless this process is based on the joint development 

and programming of scientific and technological activities. Lastly, 

common action would give greater bargaining power yis-a·yis third 

countries for the acquisitior of technology under more favourable 

conditions. The establishment of the Latin American Technological 

Information Network (RITLA) would be instrumental in achieving this atm. 
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121. In another context it can be said that the budgetary allocations 

of public spending for the ·developmenc of science ·and tech~logy ~.which 

have been gnMring in recent years ~ have not an accurately define_ct 

destination in tems of the priorities of scientific and technological 

policy. In any ease, the growth of public expenditure on science and 

technology has been inadequate, and although the proportion may vary 

from country to ·country, it should increase through the establishment 

of appropriate financing and co-financing mechanisms in such a manner 

as to attain the objectives of ·national scientific development. 

122. These reflections are linked to .others of a more general ~ture. 

Historical expetience indicates that technological progress, and the 

~petus deriving from it, depend very largely on the due surmounting of 

certain traditional inadequacies. There can be no doubt that scientific 

and technological research will find its full maturity tn an atmosphere 

of justice and social peace and the affirmation of human rights; that 

technological innovations to meet the. needs of the .ajority sectors are 

germinated in regions characterize-d ·by a better educational coverage, 

and that the dynamic entry of the countries into the in.tternational markets 

is in the last instance conditioned by·the generalized increase in social 

productivity. These comments must be borne. in mind in the daily exercise 

of the policies for the development Gf science and technology, a~d they 

should constantly be recalled in the light of the achievements which 

these policies have ~rought about, and the inadequacies must still be 

remedied. 
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ANNEX. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AN A~TION PROGRAMME FOR THE USE 
OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY I~ THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

A. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

1. Despite the efforts made by the developing countries to surmount the 

internal and external barriers to their development, many difficulties 

still exist that prevent them from putting qualitatively different styles 

of development lnto practice. The ultimate goal is not to achieve the 

type of development of many of the industrialized countries, but rather to 

achieve a style of economic and social development that is in keeping with 

the genuine interests and aspirations of the developing countries themselves. 

Consequently, efforts should be made to seek scientific and technological 

options that will satisfY the aspirations of the population and attend to 

its priority proDlems. 

2. The holding of the United Nations Conference on Science and Technology 

for Development is one of the forms of action adopted by the international 

community as a means of promoting the New Internation<il Economic 

Order.y 
3. As defined in the relevant General Assembly resolutions and in other 

United Nations bodies and organizations,1/ the New International Economic 

Order is a model of international co-ordination whose purpose is to create 

appropriate conaitions for the developing countries to achieve self-sustained 

and autonomous development, thereby reducing international inequalities, 

by furnishing the bases for the emergence of individual and collective 

self-reliance 1n these countries. and putting an end to their co..Dtinued 

depenaence. 

General Assembly resolution 3362 (S-VII). 11 
2/ General Assembly resolutions 3201 (S-VI), 3202 (S-VI) and 3281 (XXIX) 

and resolution 87 (IV) of the United Nations Conference on Trade 
and Development (UNCTAD). 
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4. The model of the New International Economic Order entails the 

restructuring of international relations in order to bring about changes 

in the present division of labour and in the relations existing in the 

present international order so as to transform its most outstanding 

characteristic, its assymetrical nature, into one of negotiated symmetry 

by means ot greater participation of the developing countries in world 

indus~rial activities; the achievement of their self-reliance in the production 

of food; an increased share in the external trade tnrougn an r~:poreciable 

increase in exports; the strengthening of their local scientific and 

technological capacity; and greater access or these countries to the stock 

of financing and scientific technological know-how available in tne world. 

5. The foree,o;.ng also implies a new view of development, conceived as 

a process that should be: 

(a) Of a global nature, whose ultimate purpose is mankind, and which 

is consequently made up of the entire range of factors ~o which man aspires; 

~b) Endogenous. that is, emerging from all the societies that pursue 

it as a means of satisfYing their needs, goals and objectives; 

(c) Self-reliant, since it must first of all have recourse to the 

resources of each society, although this should not signify autarchy; and 

(d) EcologicallY appropriate, in order to protect and develop the 
resources of the biosonere. 

6. This new concept of development should be based on recognition of the 

fact that there are many ways of achieving it and that each country is 

entitled to find its own wav. The new concept should also contribute to 

ensur1ng that programmes of co-operation for development genuinely strengthen 

the creative capacities of peoples and become the foundation for local 

scientific and technological development • It furthermore .implies a change 

in the centre of gravity of co-operative activities, which should correspond 

to a greater degree to the requirements specified by each country in 

accordance with its current realities and its vision of the future. 

7 The restructuring of international relations involves a number of 

structural chane;es ;TI both the national and the international spheres. The 

principal internal changes include: 
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(a) National. control over the prospecting, exploitation, productio~ 

and marketing ~f natural resources; 

(b) Co-ordination, regulation and orientation of the industrial 

sector, including the activities of transnational corporations; . . 

(c) Articulation of the export sector with the agricultural and 

manufacturing sectors; 

(d) Orientation of technological change towards the requirements of 

a locally defined model of development and adaptation of social structures 

were relevant; 

(e) Regulation of the transfer of technology in such a manner that it 

does not create distortions in the internal economy; and 

(f) The definition of policies and the implementation of actions and 

instruments to erradicate obsolete agrarian structures in agriculturcil 

production. 

e. In the international sphere the principal structural changes should 

include, inter alia: 

(a) Redistribution of the world's productive potential; 

(b) Access of the developing countries to the sources of international 

financing and of generation of scientific and· technological knowledge; and 

(e) The ~evelopment of new forms of international co-operation that 

will tend to strengthen internal efforts to achieve development processes 

defined within the countries themselves. 

9. In the area of science and ~echnology the establishment of the New 

International Economic Order :includes, inter alia, the following changes: 

(a) The creation of decision-making capacity in technological matters; 

(b) The identification of priority areas in which endogenous scientific 

and technological development creates favourable c~mditions for achieving 

the desired model of development; 

(c) The elimination of the factors which create monopolistic and 

oligopolistic conditions in the international exchange of technology, and 

(d) The establishment of new mechanisms for inte~ational co-operation 

that will promote a better distribution of efforts and world production 

in the fields of science and technology. 

I .•. 
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10. Unquestion~bly. nne of the greatest limitations on the creation of 

scientific and technological infrastructure is the shortage of financial 

resources which can be channelled without strings to the developing 

countries for that purpose. The Conference should take a clear and 

unequivocal position on the modalities to be adopted in order that those 

who benefit from international trade with the developing countries should 

also contribute to the implementation of scientific and technological 

activities planned and executed in those countries. 

11. Attention should also be drawn to the responsibility of the governments 

of the developing countries and of all sectors involved in. their economic 

activities to make a significant effort to initiate a gradually expanding 

process capable of strengthening scientific and technological activity 

and the creation of technology which responds to the fundamental needs of 

the population of these countries. In a clear spirit of solidarity among 

developing countries, those nations with greater available capacity should 

aid the relatively less developed countries in this vital and increasingly 

urgent activity of generating technology. With the aim of correcting 

imbalances in international relations, the industrialized countries should 

compensate the develoPing countries by contributing more effectively to 

their technological development. One of the necessary roads is the 

formulation of specific financing alternatives that will gradually make it 

possible to reduce the current imbalances. 

12. Scientific and technological development should be generated within 

the framework of integral development and be oriented towards improving 

the quality of life of the popuJ~tion by satisfying its human, social, 

cultural, material and spiritual needs. This implies that consumption 

patterns must be brought into line with each country's real requirements, 

avoiding the creation of artificial needs and trends towards the consumption 

of luxury goods. Such development should be endogenous, autonomous, 

ecologically appropriate and based both on changes in the economic, social 

and cultural structure and on decisions which take into account the needs 

of the bulk of the populat:il::'n. 

I ... 
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13. The common elements characterizing autonomous and ,elf-reliant 

scientific an~ technological development are: the necessary participation 

of State age,ncies, autonomous decision-making capacity in technological 

matters, and s.teady growth of the capacity to produce local technological 

solutions. 

14. The formulation of a scientific and technological policy implies the 

projection of State action in various fields re~ating to the functioning 

of the scientific and technological system. They include: 

(a) The creation, co-ordination and internal evaluation of sc·ientific 

and technological knowledge; 

(b) The training of skilled humap resources; 

(c) The seeking andacquisition of foreign technology; 

(d) The management of local demand for technology, ·especially of 

the public sector, and 

(e) The dissemination of the existing stock of technology among 

enterprises or branches of industry. 

15. The legal and institutional mechanisms for promoting the increasing 

use of science and technologv iP thP economic and social development process 

should be strengthened, reinforcing the role of the State and the systems 

for generating, disseminating and trans~tting scientific and technological 

knowledge. This should be carried out by linking the latter closely to 

the productive and educational systems. 

16. It would be ,advisable to achieve op1:imum utilization of the resources 

of the countri.es and inject vigour into the deveJ,.opment process while at 

the same time maintaining their social and cultural identity. 

17. On poth the national and international levels, scientific and technological 

policy should be oriented towards the creation or strengthening of the 

capacity of countries to generate and adapt the knowledge and technologies 

most appropriate to their needs and resources in accordance with national 

obiect~ves and the principle of self-determination. 

1o. Since man is both the agent and the goal of the development process, 

the latter should be founded on the T~ining ~f hpman resources capable 

of generating and transmitting specialized knowledge that will assist in 

strengthening the scientific and technological development process and ensure 

the full development of the individual as a member of society. 
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19. Over the past decades several developing countries have experienced 

a significant exodus of scientific and technical human ~sources and of 

skilled labour attracted by the better salaries and working conditions 

and the greater professional and social status offered by more industrialized 

countries that have acted as centres of attraction for ski~led labour

Governments should investigate mechanisms and means to counteract that 

emigration, and give national recognition to the work and e:fforts of .research 

groups, scientists and specialists in technology by granting them their 

due social status. In addition, the United Nations system :should grant 

greater attention to this question. 

20. External co-operation should contribute to strengthen.ing the local 

capacity of developing countries, as a complement of, and m>t c. substitute 

for, national efforts. As far as science and technology are concerned, 

this co-operation should be diversified in keeping with the needs, resources 

and capacities of the different societies ana communities; it should be 

developed on a solid scientific basis and ensure a fair distribution of its 

benefits. For this purpose necessary structural changes will have to be 

made in the economic, social, cultural, educational and technological fields 

so that the results of scientific and technological developmen~ will fairly 

benefit all sectors of the population. 

21. The need should also be stressed for increasing the ec~onornic and 

scientific and technological solidarity of the developing cc)untries wuh 

the objective of increasing their individual and ~ollective store of 

technology. It will be extremely valuable if the countries of the region 

adopt joint positions to solve common problems. International scientific 

and technological co-operation will only contribute to development to the 

extent that it strengthens the inventive capacity 0t the beneficiary 

countries and thereby redistributes world scientific ana tec:hnological 

efforts and production. 

22. The achievement of a true process of transfer of technology depends 

or• strengthening the innovating capacity of the countries benefiting from 

international scientific and technological co-operation, and therefore 

differs in both content and impact from the mere international dissemination 

I ... 
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and introduction of productive techniques and processes. Scientific and 

technological redistribution enteils that the suppliers profit-making 

criteria goverQing many international aid programmes should be renounced, 

and rP.pJacea by criteria of international co-operation that will lead 

to the achievement of international social justice. 

23. Attempts should be made to strengthen technological co-operation as 

a means of generating national and regional capacities for importing, adapting, 

creating and diss~minating technologies and taking decisions on these 

activities. This process should give priority attention to the needs of 

the relatively less-developed countries, although this should not signify 

the establishment of new centres of hegemony to replace traditional ones 

but rather the harmonizing and fostering of the interests of the developing 

countries. 

24. All activities related ·to the development of science ~d technology 

should be accompanied by intensive efforts to arouse social and cultural 

awareness in all sectors of the population, particularly the young, of the 

importance of creation and innovation for development, and to promote the 

training of skilled human resources for scientific and technological researeh. 

To this end; appropriate use should be made of the mass conununication media 

and publicity. 

25. Scientific ano technological co-operation among developing countries 

is an urgent necessity, especially for countries which, 3Uch as the very 

small ones, are unable to satisfY certain basic needs without assistance from 

other States. Such co-operation is not only indispensable for these countries, 

but generally would make it possible to find just and appropriate solutions 

for their own development processes and strengthen their individual and 

collective bargaining power with respect to third-party countries. 

26. All efforts to absorb external co-operatior. undertaken by national 

authorities in this context should be o-riented towards establishing or 

strengthening the local capacity for scientific and technological development, 

sc that the monopolistic and oligopolistic conditions faced by the countries 

purchasing technology in the international markets will steadily decrease. 

I ... 
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27. The developing count~ies should participate activ.ely in the discussions 

taking place in different international foi'UDIS to set \IP codes of conduct 

to regulate the activities of transnational corporations and the transfer 

of technology. In particulars it is necessaey to amend the harmful provisions 

of the Peris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property and to 

eliminate other barriers that slow down the transfer of technology towards 

developing coun~ies. 

28. One of the greatest obstacles to the equitable distribution of 

international -afforts in the field of science and technology is the colossal 

quantity of resources devoted by certain industrialized countries to 

military expenditures and armaments. The funds .squandered in this manner 

are so huge that these countries should take measures to reduce such 

expenditures and thereby liberate sufficient resources to eradicate world 

problems of malnutrition and the scarcity of health services and to p~ote 

integral scientific and technological development of the developing countries. 

In additions the industrialized countries should orient their scientific 

and technological policies so that toe results of research are not used to 

develop and perfect tools of mass extermination or systematic: harm to 

mankind or to create means whereby some States can exert pressure on others. 

29. Special attention should also be focused on the fact that some 
developing countries also earmark significant portions of their budgets 

to military expenditures to the detriment or health and education allocations. 

B. SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS FOR A REGIONAL ACTION PROGRAMME 

30. Recommendations follow for the preparation of a regional programme 

for the use of science and technology in the development process, grouping 

activities nationally, regionally or internationally, as approp:riate, and 

according to whether they refer to the generation and dissemination of know

how at the local ·level, the incorporation of foreign technology, or the 

h~dling of demand for technology. 

/ ... 
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1. Recommendations at the national level 

(a) Planning and financing of scientific and ~e?hnological develop~ 

31. Governments should formu~ate shor~-, medium- and long-term science 

and technology st~ategies and plans which ensure the primordial function 

of the State, are based essential~y on national effo~s, and are 

complemented by specific measures and legal and institutional machinery 

which will ensu~e tneir J.mplementatJ.on and their permanen~ evaluation and. 

readjustment. 

32. In the formulation of science and technology strategieP and plans, 

the objectives should be aimed towards clear-cut consolidation of integral 

development; due considera~J.on snould be given to the characteristics of 

each country and its naturai resources; and such strategies and plans should 

be integrated into general economic and social development plans wJ.th due 

regard for the implications they hold for science and technology. These 

measures, inter alia, should be taken to achieve equitable distribution of 

the benefits of development among all sectors of tne population. 

33. The science and technology variable should be included explicitly 

in national development plans or strategies as a basic instrument fo~ 

achieving the aifferent objectives and goals contained in them~ these plans 

should also include specific requirements at the global and sectoral level 

for the generation, transfer, local dissemination. incorporation and 

utilization of scientific and technological know-how. 

34. The links should be strengthened among research and development 

institutions, the political system, the educatJ.on systetn and the production 

sector; an effort should be made to ~aise the living standards of the 

population and increase the productivity of low-income groups, while also 

taking ~ne necessary mea~ures for ~ntegrating them into economic activitJ.es. 

In addition, local capacity to generate, manage, and market endogenous 

technology and to improve conditions for acquiring roreign technologJ.es ~or 

their optimum assimilation and adaptation should be stren~hened. 

35. In the legitimate exercise of their sovereign rights over their own 

natural resources, the countries should endeavour to extend the appl.ication 

of science and technology in the exploration, conservation and use of these 

resources. 
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36. Science and technology plans should explicitly incorporate objectives, 

insti'\,lJilents and specific actions in diffP.rent fields, su~".h as: C i) the 

development of basic research as one of the links in an integra 1 ~once'Dt 

of development; (ii) the generation of science and technological know-how 

in the local context; (iii) the incorporation of foreism technology; 

(iv) the dissemination within and among sectors of scientific and technological 

know-how; ( v) the training of human resouroes; and (vi) handling of the 

demand for technology. 

37. These objectives, instruments and actions should cover the activit5~s 

both of the public enterprises and enterprises in the private sector .• research 

and university area teaching institutes. ministries and other State offices • 

and be structured in a coherent and co-cm:linated form. 

(b) Training of human resQurces 

38. Priority support should be given to the training of the human resources 

required to generate and implement science .:md technology plans, nrolitl'ammes 

and projects, by strengthening local professional and vocational trainirur 

progranJIIes, and car.r:oying out a training effort in administration and handling 

of technology. 

39. The settin~ up of institutions for the training of human resources 

in the scientific and technological fields should be rn~tered. In addition, 

centres and programmes for professional and technical updating should be 

systematically organized on all levels to train specialized personnel to 

provide satisfactory coverage of all the links in the chain that associates 

scientific and technological research with the problems of production. 

40. Preferably within the framework of an overall national POliey on 

human resourcP~. the countries of the region should establish oolicies to 

provide incentive to scientific researchers, and recognize their creative 

efforts. 

41. Measures ,;h,....,, d be taken to provide due incentives and support to the 

work of scientists and specialists in technolo~ and give full national 

1~cognition to the role they are performing in national development. 

I • • 
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(c) Crea1:ion of scientific and technological know··how 

42. Criteria should be established to evaluate the effect of the tax 

instruments applied by certain countries to motivate scientific and 

technological research and consi~ration should be given to the auitability 

of applying such instruments in count~ies in which they have not yet been 

adopted. 

43. Governments should stl'engthen the machinery for identifying, studying, 

prep.arin,g and evaluating scientific and 'technological research programmes 

and projects • and ensure that they are closely linked with nat·ional 

development priorities. 

44. In the generation of local technological know-how achieved through 

subsidies to the private sector, State policy should formulate suggestions 

regarding national priority areas of research to be undertaken by that 

sectoxo and an explicit pattern of areas of reseax-ch that must 'be explored 

directly by the pUblic sector and by institutes financed by funds from 

the government budget. 

45. In the developing c'Ountries the· establishment should be encouraged 

of programme-circuits for technological· innovation conceived of as 

instruments for participation· and reciprocal action among all economic· 

and sociaJ institutions and agents· responsible for developing technologies 

in specific fielda, those who use such technologies and those ~ho are 

affected in one form or another by such technologies. This requires the 

maintenance of close and permanent' cont·act among such agent-s so that their· 

ideas,. inte~sts and actions are reflected in all stages of the creation 

and application of teclmology ~ 3/ 

(d) Management of the demand for techpology 

46. Measures should be adopted to create' stiinul.ate and promote the detnand 

for endogenoUs scientific and technological ~ctivities, and for goods and 

services containing national and regional technology. In this respect 

special attention should be given to the adoption of·suchmeasures as those 

See CONICYT, Cireuitos de iilnovaciones· tecnol6 icas · Bases ara· un 
desarrollo cient f1co~tecnol ~co autodependi~ntet Ca»acas, 1977. 
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aimed at avoiding the imposition -:>f technologies, including "packages" 

etc., on public sector contracts and purchases; the estru)lishment of 

appropriate legal and adrninistrati ve machinery, and the preferential use 

of local advisory services in engineering. Policies and legal and 

institutional machinery should also be promoted that will serve as an 

incentive to purchase national products as a means of channelling local 

technological creation ana promoting the use of technologies and raw 

materials available in the country. The effects of pattE~rns of consumption 

on the demand for national t.echnology goods and services should also be 

borne in mind • 

47. The public sector should attach special priority - either through 

financial support or direct promotion .. to the implementcition of scientific 

and technological research progranunes in all fields in which there are 

a priori grounds for expecting large-scale divergences bE~tween social and 

private benefit, and in which external economies of some size may be 

expected which would be tapped by the social system as a whole. In nearly 

all the countries of the region there are deep-rooted pi~blerns of 

unemployment, education, public health, nutrition, pollution, housing, 

transport, lack of options in the utilization of free time, health of thE 

animal and vegetable worlds, high degree of industrial risk, etc., wherE 

the task of creating new know-how and formulating new wor•king hypotheses 

is required with most urgency. The social return on resE!arch expenditurE 

in many of these fields may exceed private return, and this is sufficient 

justification to encourage activities of this type by the public sector. 

48. Agricultural and industrial technical extension ser~ices should be 

strengthened, and the use of the existing equipment and technical resources 

in research and technology institutions promoted. Resear~hers and 

technologists should work directly for certain periods of time in national 

industry so that those engaged in research and development on the one hand 

and those engaged in industry on the other may learn frotn one another and 

foster mutual understanding and trust. 

49. Support should be furnished to national engineering firms in order to 

compensate for their smaller capacity for absoro~ng risks 1nd providing 

guarantees of performance comparable with those that the international 

I ... 
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engineering fims are in a oosition to offer, which frequently have the 

direct or indirect ~u~port of their gover.nments or of international 

organizations. For these.· purooses consideration should be given to 

direct subsidv Activities that will take into account the nature of 

national engineering as an "infant industry". The creation of risk 

coverage and financing s~steros should be studied io particular. The greater 

degree of competitiveness of national engineering firms because of their 

ability to M!'I'y out projects on the scale requi,red)?y the developing 

countries should also be taken into account. 

50. Financing by State-as.sociated organizations and other financial 

prornotior. '!lachinery should be used to reorienttowards local sources the 

demand for technological services, and engineering and advisory activities, 

as well as the demand for certain Products containing local technology. 

51. Strong·encouragement and support should be given to the establishment 

of machinery for joint financing of technological develoPment by the 

public and 9rivate production -;ectors, whose specd.fic ~nc:ti<:>n would be 

to provide the risk capital required for generating local technological 

innovation. Such machinery should be constituted b~ contributions from 

the public and private sectors. 

(e) The search forand acquisition of technology 

52. The relevant policv should provide for an active ~le of the ?tate 

in establishing regulations in the national inte~st. The basic objective 

of such regulatory activity should be to intervene between pu~cbasers ~d 

sellers of technology in ordPr to avo;i.d inappropriate, or unnecessary 

purchases, axcessive expenditures or clauses harmful tc national interests. 

Certain types of basic activities are called for in thiP area, such as: 

( i) the creation of apparatus for 3dministration :md negotiation to regulate 

the fields of external technolo2V in which both the P.ri vat.e sec~ or and 

enterprises in the. public sector are engaged & (H) direct intervention 

by the public sector as a research a~ent in the world technological market; 
&.! ' 

fiii) its action as· a purchaser of technology in internationaJ markets; 

and ( i v) th~ breakdown of technology in ordt)r to determ~e what may ,be 

produced locally. These .ueans of action are justified both from the point 

I ... 
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of view of resource allocation (a centralized search would avoid the 

duplication of efforts and expenditure here), and in terms of strengthening 

the bargaining power of the countries acquiring the t~chnology. The 

possible use of mechanisms already part of the government apparatus for 

the handling of imports (tariffs, import permitis. etc.) should also be 

studied, with a view to regulat1ng the acquisition of technology incorporated 

in goods, particularly intermediate and capital goods. 

53. The programme-circuits for technological innovation that form the 

very basis of local generation of technology should be created or strengthened, 

both in the area of public sector enterprises and in the area of private 

enterprises. Support to creative microeconomic groups should be provided 

by different means, such as the granting of invention patents and 

registration certificates, prizes and other similar incentives. 

54. In cases in which it is decided to grant invention patents, national 

legislation should be examined, and if it is advisable to adhere to the 

Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial f'roperty, consideration 

should be given to the specific manner of so doing. Special c~ should 

be taken so that the Convention: (i) does not create conditions that will 

harm the development of nationally owned enterprises; and (ii) does not 

clash with the provisions of the respective national legislations concerning 

the lapsing of patents that have not been used, or in the validation of 

those registered only to protect imports blocking the possible development 

of local enterprises. 

ss. The possibility should be studied of granting special incentives in 

the form of patents, invention certificates and the like to university 

laboratories, research groups, tecnnical schools and other public sector 

organizations as a means of promoting greater creation and dissemination 

of technological know-how by the State ~echnological system. 

56. In using ~ncentives to promote the creation and dissemination of 

technological know-how, legal and institutional machinery should be 

~3tablished or stren~hened to ensure that transnational corporations adapt 

themselves to national interests. In addition, ~ational legislation on 

industrial property should be brought up to date and periodically revisea 

in ordel' to adjust it to the changing conditions of devel,opment. 
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(f) Dissemination of scientific and technological know-how 

57. Scientific and technological information systems should be established 

or strengthened so as to ensure access to informatiqn networks at the 

local level and an effective link with national use~s. For this purpose 

the information available on scientific and technological progress in the 

developed countries should be taken into account. Among the elements 

these systems should include are: the identification, characterization 

and systematizing of technologies generated in the country, in accordance 

with specific sectoral priorities; the preparation and dissemination of 

directories of researchcentres,institutes, and management and engineering 

consulting firms; the systematizing and dissemination of statistical 

information on contracts for the transfer of technology ·and on those offering 

or acquiring such technology; and the systematizing of information on fo~aign 

investment as a channel for the transfer of technology. 

SB. Machinery should ~so be set up to translate know-how expressed in 

specialized language into forms comprehensible to entrepreneurs and 

personnel who have no spec~al training. 

2. Recommendations at the regional level 

(a) Plann~ng and financing of scientific and technological development 

59. Scientific and technological co-operation should be systematically 

and perma1u::ntly oriented towards the elimination of monopolistic or 

oligopolistic exploitation in reg~ona1 technological trade. 

60. Appropriate measures and machinery to develop regional scientific and 

technological co-operation should be encouraged. It would be desirable 

here: 

(i) To identify and make appropriate use of the proper machinery for 

multilateral, regional and subregional relations; 

(ii) To foster the machinery for subregional and regional action that 

the countries may consider of importance for national, subregional and 

r~~ional scientific and technological development; and 

(iii) To promote the marketin& or exchange of technology among the 

countries of the region. 

I .. . 
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61. Regional co-operation should give preference to activities related to: 

(i) Scientific and technological research for the prospecting, 

exploitation and conservation by the countries of their natural resources 

and sources of energy, including marine resources and the prevention of 

disasters; 

(ii) Scientific and technological research related to the problems 

of education, he~lth, housing, environmental pollution, nutrition and 

so forth; 

(iii) The establishment of co-operative programmes for technological 

creation in areas such as: the manufacture of pharmaceutical products, 
medical and hospital technology and equipment, and techn·~logy for the 

control of environmental pollution; and 

(iv) Scientific and technological research to attain satisfactory 

levels of production and in the supply of agricultural and other basic 

products. 

62. Regional co-operation aimed at increasing the scientific and 

technological capacity of all the countries of a region should take into 

account: 

(i) Co-ordinated training of human resources and training, specialization, 

updating and ongoing education activities; 

(ii) Strengthening of regional and subregional research institutions 

and appropriate use of sectoral investment programmes deriving from 

various integration schemes• 

(iii) Creation and strengthening of national research institutions 

and scientific and technological supporting services, including the Latin 

American Technological Information Network (RITLA), and information service 

on scientific and technological advances in the developed countries, 

interconnexion with the world information networks and information on the 

projections of world scientific and technological development and their 

apolication to integral development; and 

(iv) Development of regional scientific and technological information 

systems ana services, ana use of those already iu existence. 

63. Co-operation should be carried out in the region taking into account 

the fact that the island-developing countries are handicapped by limited 

market size and small economies of scale. 
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64. Joint proRramming of scicmtific and technological. activities around 

specific projects should be one of the most outstanding aspects of 

subregional and regional co-operation. It would consequently be necessary 

to stimulate co-operation among the countries regarding topics.and 

priorities chosen by them on the basis of specific programmes and projects 

designed and programmed jointly by means of technical. meetings finan9ed 

with international funds. These projects should explicitly include 

complementarity between the capacities existing in the participating 

countries and the needs for external. participation. particularly with 

regard to the contribution such participation makes to the development of 

the technological capacity of the countr1es. 

(b) Trainins of human resources 

65. The necessary policy measures shquld be adopted urgently to determine 

the causes, scope and repercussions of the drain of q~al.ified personnel 

from the developing countries to the developed countries. and the means 

and measures required to reverse thE: direction of this flow. The developed 

countries, and where relevant, the international organization.s ~ should 

provide co-operation here. 

(c) Management . of the demand for, tecnnology 

66. Regional. advisory and co~o~ina~ion machinerv should be stren~heneG 

and improved with the aim of obtaining better terms rorthe acquisition 

and development of technol9gies~ 

67 A system should be established to enable the relatively less developed 

countries to have access under favourable terms to technologies already 

existing in other developing countries. 

68, The effective joint or individual participation should be encouraged 

of the advisory, engineering, design and construction services of the 

countries of the region to deal with the demand generated in the region. 

69. In conjunction with fincw,cial., international. and regional organizations, 

joint action should be taken to create appropriate conditions for financing 

~~ientific and te~hnological deve1opment co-operation projects to ·satisfy 

the specific needs of the developing countries. Special emphasis should 

be placed on rnodifying.the .criter~a for.the selection:of technologies so 

that projects with high "technological risk" may be carried out. 

I .. . 
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'!II, .... Recommendations at the interregional level 

70. A fac~or of great importance for the collective self-reliance of 

the developing countries, as well as a definite step towards the implementation 

of the New Intemational Economic· Order, would be to prepare a set of measures 

at the interregional level for·the application of science and technol~ 

for development, with a view to e'stablishing machinery for co-operation 

between Latin· America, Africa arid ASia aimed at strengthening their 

scientir1c and technological capacity and their barga1n1ng power yis-t-yis 

third countries or groups of countries, 1n accordance with the provisions 

of the .tSuenos ·Aires. Action Plan in respect of· tecbnicaJ. co-operation among 

developing countries. In particular, support should be given to; (i) 

projects involving co-operation among two or more countries of different 

developing regions; (ii) the cbannellirig of information on scientific 

knowledge and technologi.cal 1nvent1on achieved in the developing countries, 

as well as a better system of· information stemming from all the industrialized 

countries; l111) the promotiOn of scientir1c and technological meetings which 

can g1ve r1se to further action. 

4. Recommendations at the intemational level 

(a) Planning and financing of scientific and technological development 

To the developing countries 

71. In the legitimate exercise of their sovereign ·rights ove~ their own 

natural resources these Cduntries should promise scientific and technological 

co-operation in research, and its practical application in the exploration, 

exploitation, conservation and use of conventional and non-conventional 

natural. resources and sources of energy. 

72. Joint action should be undertaken yis·l~vis the international 

financial institutions so as to obtain appropriate conditions for financing 

their scientific and technological development,.which will alow themto 

setisfy the specific needs of their development. 

'13. They should participate actively and. co-ordinatedly in ·the negotiations 

on the Code of Conduct for Transnational CorporatiolUI. This Code should 

eliminate the obstacles· that the transnatioilal ceorporations place in the 
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way of development of an a~tonomous and self-sustained capacity for 

business, financial and .technological managf'!ment in the developing countries. 

74. Efforts should be made to continue developing and ensuring the 

political will necessary to make Possible an exchange of experience and 

co-operation in the use of science and technology in the development 

process. 

To the developed countries 

75. Scientific and technolo~ical research aimed at solving the problems 

of the developing countries should preferably be carried out within those 

countries. Such research should be congruent with national, subregional 

or regional priorities and should be carried out with the effective 

participation and control of the appropriate national institutions. 

76. They should study and, if necessary~ increase their financial 

contributions to the international organizations and the national science 

and technology promotion institutions so as to fqcilitate this promotion 

and increase its efficiency. These contributions should be exempt from 

political conditions, pressures or interference in the domestic affairs of 

the countries or international organizations receiving them. Fuetherrnore, 

they should not contain clauses which tie them to a commitment to purchase 

goods and services in their countries of origin-

77. Thev should provide the contributions pledged within the United 

Nations for the development of the developing countries, including their 

scientific and technological progress. 

78. They should aoopt an open position towards the aspirations of the 

developing countries in the ne~otiations taking place to revise the Paris 

Convention and towards the formulation of a code of conduct on the transfer 

of technolo~. 

79. They should recognize the pe~d to pay special attention to the 

requirements of the landlocked and island developing countries resulting 

~om their geographical status. 

·w the developed and developing countries 

80. Measures should be taken to ens~e that financin~ for scientific and 

technological devel<;>prnent rnav be based, among other sources, on the funds 

derived from the reduction in military expens~s o.f the developed countries. 

I . .. 
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81. The adoption should be fostered of a code of cond1lct on transfer 

of technology 1-m~ch, ~n Keep~ng wl.'th the aspirations of the developing 

countries. 

{i) Covers all categories of-transactions, including the operation 

of the transnational corporations ana o-cner supp.uers o:f techno~ogy; 

(ii) Specifically provides for the suppression of restrictivP 

practices that have or may have adverse effects on the ~economy of the 

recipient country, or impose restrictions or limitations on the development 

of that country's technological capac~ty, ana ensures that the inclusion 

of these practices in technology agreements is considerea con"trary "to "the 

objectives of the code; 

(iii) Contains the princip~e that any agreement on the transfer of 

technology should be governed by the legislation of the recipient country 

and by the norms and principles of the code of conduct; and 

(iv) Provides for institutional machinery that will allow ana 

facilitate the adequate ach~evemen"t o:t .its principles and objectives, 

including preferential treatment in favour of developing countries 

82. It should be ensured that in the context of the bilatera.L machinery, 

the creation of funds and other means of financing the scientific ana 

technological development of the developing countries ~rill not contribute 

to increasing the technological dependence of these cotmtries on the 

transnational corporations. 

To the international organizations 

83. Support should be given to activities to achieve collective technological 

collaboration for development "through the adoption of n~asures which will 

contribute to: 

(i) Furnishing the greatest possible support to 1~egional science and 

technological development programmes undertaken by the aeveloping countries 

for which purpose the international bodies should restJ~cture tne~r 

re~pective organizations, with a view to endowing tnem with the necessary 

~ectoral consistency to give priority attention to development problems; 

(ii) Taking into account, in technical co-operation programmes, the 

need to strengthen and make use of the capacity of the developing countries 

to administer and manage the resources resulting from these programmes. 

I . .. 
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84. Implementation of the following !:!i"T"ll~turoal chan2es in the United 

Nations system, taking into account the suggestions on the new concept 

of development contained in paragraph 5 above, with a view towards 

promoting the objectives of the United Nations Conference on Science 

and Technology for Development : 

(i) Co-ordination and harmonization of the system's functions as 

a means of 

- avoiding the proliferation of organizations, meetings and reports; 

• co-ordinating under a restructured Economic and Social Council 

<the various co-operatj.on activities and programmes in general, 

and particularly those involving scientific and technical 

:o-operation. For. this purpose the activities of UNIDO, UNESCO, 

ILO and the like should be harmonized and co-ordinated by the 

Economic and Social Council; 

- co-.ordinating the planning in the scientific and technological 

field carried out by Governments and the United Nations. 

(ii) The strengthening of regional commissions by increasing their 

authority and autonomy and providing them with greater resources so that 

they may function as true instruments of the system for regional development 

and international co-operation in the countries of the region in which 

they are established. The existence of a single organization responsible 

for development and co-operation is also recommended, one which under the 

auspices of the regional commissions includes only the countries of the 

region and is assisted by functional or sectoral groups of experts or 

intergovernmental connnittees, as r_equired. 

(iii) Co-ordination of the restructured regional commissions with 

subregiqnal and regional organizations for co-operation and integration in 

fields common to all. 

85. The region~l economic commissions should periodically review and 

ap'J)raise the Programme of Action to be approved by·the United Nations 

L~nference of Science and Technololy for Development, which should be in 

accordance with the actions of the Third United Nations Decade for Development, 

so as to include opportunely in this Programme any adjustments and 

corrections suggested by such study. 

I . .. 
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(b) Training of human resources 

To the developed countries 

86. The developed countries should help to eliminate the facto~s which 

give rise to the drain of qualified personnel from the developing to the 

developed countries, and take a stand in support of the former in the 

study of this topic which is being carried out within the United Nations 

agencies. 

To the international organizations 

87. The United Nations University (UNU) and the United Nations Institute 

for Training and Research (UNITAR) should cons.olidate theiz: training and 

scientific and technological research programmes, and adjust them to the 

needs of the developing countries. In addition, existing scientific and 

technological centres in the developing countries should be strengthened. 

88. The organizations of the United Nations system concerned with 

development and the international specialized agencies, should furnish 

assistance to the developing countries, at their request, in the formulation 

of measures to encourage the return of scientific, pr•ofessional and 

technical personnel living outside their countries of origin. These 

organizations should also strengthen the capacity of those countries tc 

promote means of voluntary and planned migration in the interests of their 

development, to include not only selective migration from the developed 

to the developing countries, but also between developing countries bearing 

in mind the relevant resolutions adopted in different forums of the 

United Nations. 

(c) Creation of scientific and technological know-how 

To the developing countries 

89. The developing countries should undertake the f'ollowing activities, 

inter alia, to strengthen their technological capacity; 

(i) Establishment, operation and strengthening of the appropriate 

institutional machinery among the developing countries for scientific 

und technological development, including interregional, scientific and 

technological information networks containing systems for the collection 

and exchange of information on conditions for the transfer of technology 

and foreign investment; 

I . •. 
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(ii) Granting of preferential treatment in scientific and 

technological matters to the relatively less developed countries, 

particularly island and landlocked countries; 

(iii) Strel).gthening of their bargaining powe!' vis..:a-vis the 

developed count:t>ies; and 

(iv) Establishment of a system by means of which the relatively less 

developed countries can have access to technologies available in other 

developing countries under just and favourable conditions. 

90. In the full exercise of their sovereignty, the developing countries 

should adopt the necessary measures to prevent the activities of the 

transnational corpo!'ations, or any other power source or structure, from 

contributing to preventing the achievement of the legitimate objectives 

contained in their scientific and technological development planst 

programmes and strategies. 

91. The developing countries should identify and adopt the measures 

necessary for obtaining from the transnational corporations~ or any other 

supplier of technology, technological information, -assistance, transfer of 

technology, and administrative and managerialknow-how under just and 

favourable conditions that can assist the developing countries in carrying 

out their scientific and technological development plans and programmes. 

92. The developing countries should ~ontinue the efforts undertaken in 

international fora to prepare an international code of conduct on the 

transfer of technology that will establish regulations for exchange and 

co-operation and will take into account the needs and interests of the 

developing countries with respect for their sovereignty·. In this context 

special attention should be given to the need for establishing a regulatory 

mechanism to control the forms of technological transfer and direct 

investment in the developing countries. 

93. They should promote, in conjunction with the appropriate internal 

mPasures, the deletion of article 5 of the Paris Convention, which upholds 
1 he validity of forelgn patenting even when the patents are not used locally 

and the product in question is imported. It is also recommended that the 

system of compulsorv licenses should not be usea ~o ~tigate the failure 

to use the patents. 

I . .. 
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To the developed countries 

94. The developed countries should co-operate in the creation and 

strengthening of the scientific and technological infrastructure of the 

developing countries, with due respect for their development plans and 

programmes. 

(d) Management of the demand of technology 

To the international organizations 

95. In the light of the Declaration and Programme of Action on the 

Establishment of a New International Economic Order,~ of lJNCTAD resolution 

88 (IV), regarding the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial 

Property, and also considering the text of resolution 2028 (LXI) of the 

Economic and Social Council,2f the international organizations should 

recommend that the conference held to adopt the new provis:ions of that 

Convention should include norms for: 

(i) Reviewing the principle of equal treatment with :regard to patents, 

so as to establish preferential non-reciprocal treatment a:nd provisions 

intended to favour the interests of the developing countri,es; 

(ii) Establishing efficacious provisions with regard to the revocation 

or lapsing of patents owing to lack of adequate use; 

(iii) Reviewing the principle of priority and independence of patents, 

in particular taking into account the interests of the developing countries; 

(iv) Insisting that holders of patents use them in national production; 

(v) Establishing that the patent does not confer exclusive rights 

to import the product or products patented or manufactured using patented 

procedures. In this context, the importation of the products should not 

be considered as a use of the patents. The corresponding articles included 

in the Convention should reflect these concerns~ 

4/ General Assembly resolutions 3201 (S-VI) and 3202 (S-VI). 

5/ This resolution specifies as the objective of the Conference thE 
adoption of concrete decisions on ways and mean~ to apply scien~~ 
and technology in establishing Lhe New International Economic Order, 
indicating that patent and trademark systems constitute one of thE 
most" important elements in the framework within whic:h the process 
of industrialization - and technology in particular - develop. 

I . .. 
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(vi) Modifying the voting system so that amendments can be made in 

the Convention to ensure the exercise of the rights of the developing 

countries; 

(vii) Laying down special norms that will facilitate the access of 

developing countries to information on the subject proceeding from the 

developed countries and making possible and effective exchange of information 

among the developing countries; and 

(viii) Deleting all clauses restricting the development of the 

innovative capacity of the developing countries. 

(e) The search for and acquisition of technology 

To the developed countries 

96. The developed countries should adopt urgent measures to abolish the 

restrictive practices governing the current transfer of technology, and 

establish conditions appropriate for the adoption of guarantee systems 

by the suppliers of technology. 

To the international organizations 

97. The international organizations should draw up a list of experts and 

advisory and engineering enterprises in the developing countries, and make 

preferential use of their services in technical and financial co-operation 

programmes. 

(f) Dissemination of scientific and technological know-how 

To the developed countries 

98. The developed countries should provide freer and more complete access 

to all types of technological know-how and to all technologies, not only 

basic and conventional ones but also the most complex and advanced technologies, 

such as nuclear technology for peaceful uses, microelectronic technology and 

space technology, under just and equitable conditions acceptable to both 

parties and with due consideration to the specific development needs of the 

recipient countries in the interests of promoting the welfare of the majority 

sectors of the population. 

~~. The developed countries should contribute to redistributing world 

scientific and technological efforts so as to carry out a genuine transfer 

of resources and know-how to the developing countries and the elimination of 

the ties which traditionally burden international co-operation. 

I . .. 
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(g) Financing of t!1e scientific and technological development of the 
developing co~~tries 

100. Financial machinery should be available to assist the scientific and 

technological progress of the developing countries, in accordance with the 

guidelines laid down in regional and world programmes of action. The 

machinery could be designed taking into account, inter alia, the proposals 

presented by countries or groups of countries of the region prior to the 

Fourth ~1eeting of the Preparatory Committee y and thE~ studies or proposals 

submitted by the Secretary General of the Conference and bodies of the 

United Nations system. 

101. This financial machinery should be controlled by the developing 

countries, accord preferential treatment to the relatively less developed 

countries and promote joint programmes of scientific and technological 

development aimed at solving the common problems of the developing countries 

in activities oriented towards: 

(i) mastering the know-how needed to generate and assimilate the 

technological processes essential for the solution of socio

economic problems; 

(ii) developing design and engineering capacity with respect to the 

processes, equipment and instruments needed for technological 

innovation; 

(iii) developing national capacity to use local or imported technology; 

(iv) undertaking the necessary scientific, technical and administrative 

training for the rational use of science and technology. 

6/ At the time of preparation of this document a proposal on a system 
of financing for the technological development of the Third World has 
been submitted for discussion at the second Latin American Regional 
Preparatory Meeting. The proposal is contained in the final report 
of the Meeting and is currently under consideration by the countries 
of Latin America. 




